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Abstract: In this paper we study supersymmetric field theories on an AdSp×Sq space-
time that preserves their full supersymmetry. This is an interesting example of supersym-
metry on a non-compact curved space. The supersymmetry algebra on such a space is a
(p − 1)-dimensional superconformal algebra, and we classify all possible algebras that can
arise for p ≥ 3. In some AdS3 cases more than one superconformal algebra can arise from
the same field theory. We discuss in detail the special case of four dimensional field theories
with N = 1 and N = 2 supersymmetry on AdS3 × S1.
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1 Introduction
In the last few years, it has been useful to study supersymmetric field theories on curved
manifolds. In many cases exact results in such backgrounds (when they preserve supersym-
metry) may be computed (following [1]), including partition functions and some expectation
values. In some cases these contain information beyond the usual exactly-computable re-
sults in flat space. This allows us to learn more about these field theories, even when they
are strongly coupled, providing new windows into strongly coupled field theories.
So far, this study has been almost exclusively limited to compact curved manifolds. In
this paper we take first steps towards a systematic study of supersymmetric field theories
on non-compact curved space-times, by looking at the specific example of d-dimensional
supersymmetric (SUSY) field theories on AdSd−q × Sq. This example is maximally sym-
metric, and, for an appropriate definition of the theory and of the boundary conditions, can
often preserve the full supersymmetry of the d-dimensional field theory. Another reason
for being interested in this specific example is that field theories on AdSd−q×Sq often arise
on various branes and singularities in string theories on anti-de Sitter (AdS) space, and in
some cases they can be decoupled from the full gravitational theory. In a specific example,
the 6d N = (2, 0) superconformal field theory on AdS5×S1 was recently embedded in string
theory [2], and this led to surprising results. Four dimensional supersymmetric theories on
AdS4 were studied in detail in the past, for instance in [3–12] (this example is particularly
interesting since it is related by a conformal transformation to four dimensional theories
on a half-space). Supersymmetric theories on AdS3,4,5 were studied in [13–22], on AdS5 in
[23], and on AdSd and AdSp × Sp in [24]. Other examples did not attract much attention.
Another example worth mentioning is the N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory on AdS3 × S1,
that can be embedded in string theory by considering D3-branes on AdS3×S1 in type IIB
string theory on AdS5 × S5.
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We limit our study to anti-de Sitter spaces of at least three dimensions. In section 2
we go over all possible UV-complete supersymmetric field theories on AdSd−q × Sq, and
classify the possible supersymmetry algebras that they can have that preserve the full
supersymmetry. These algebras always contain the isometries of AdSd−q, so if we start
from a field theory with n supercharges, we obtain a superconformal algebra in (d− q− 1)
dimensions with n total supercharges, n/2 regular and n/2 conformal supercharges. When
(d− q) > 3 such a superconformal algebra is unique, so the only questions are whether we
can preserve all the supercharges and obtain this algebra or not. For (d− q) = 3 there are
several 2d superconformal algebras with the same total number of supercharges, and we
often find that more than one possibility can be realized by the same field theory when we
put it on AdSd−q × Sq.
There are several different methods to perform this analysis. One possibility is to use
the formalism of supersymmetry in curved space, by coupling the supersymmetric theory to
a background supergravity theory with an appropriate metric (and additional background
fields). This formalism is only available for some cases, but when it is available it is
straightforward to find that the AdSd−q×Sq background can preserve all the supercharges,
and to write the supersymmetric actions and Killing spinor equations on AdSd−q × Sq.
There are actually two variations of this formalism. One can use a “regular” supergravity
containing background fields coupled to the usual supersymmetry algebra, or one can use
a “conformal” supergravity containing background fields coupling to the superconformal
algebra (see, for instance, [13–22]). When both formalisms are available they are identical,
since the “regular” supergravity arises as a particular gauge-fixing of the “conformal”
supergravity. In particular they give rise to the same Killing spinor equations, though they
may be written in terms of different background fields. In section 3 we use a “regular”
supergravity to analyze (following [25]) the case of 4d N = 1 theories on AdS3 × S1, and
we use “conformal” supergravity to analyze the case of 4d N = 2 theories on the same
space. We analyze these two cases in detail, constructing explicitly the Killing spinors and
the supersymmetry transformations. For various different free 4d theories, we analyze in
detail the spectrum that we obtain on AdS3 × S1, and the corresponding representations
of the 2d superconformal algebra.
In section 2, in order to perform the complete classification, we use a completely
different method. This is a more general approach, that does not require knowledge of the
precise background supergravity that is relevant (and that is not always available); this
method was previously used in [24]. To do this we note that AdSd−q × Sq (with equal
radii for AdS and the sphere) is related to flat space Rd by a conformal transformation.
Thus, the resulting (d − q − 1)-dimensional superconformal algebra must be a subalgebra
of the d-dimensional superconformal algebra, and we can just classify all such subalgebras
(that contain half of the fermionic charges of the d-dimensional superconformal algebra,
and the isometries of AdSd−q × Sq). In this method the supercharges that we preserve
on AdSd−q × Sq are combinations of regular supercharges and conformal supercharges,
that arise after performing the conformal transformation from flat space. This is similar
to what we obtain by coupling our theory to conformal supergravity, but here we do not
need to use any details of this coupling, and it is clear from the discussion above that
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the results apply to general supersymmetric field theories on AdSd−q ×Sq (not necessarily
superconformal). The embedding of the (d − q − 1)-dimensional superconformal algebra
into the d-dimensional superconformal algebra immediately tells us which d-dimensional
R-symmetries are required for preserving supersymmetry on AdSd−q × Sq. Our analysis
is limited to supersymmetric field theories that have a UV-completion as superconformal
field theories; we do not discuss in this paper theories with no known field-theoretic UV
completion, such as the 6d N = (1, 1) supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
It is important to emphasize that a supersymmetric field theory on AdSd−q × Sq is
not equivalent to a (d− q− 1)-dimensional superconformal theory; for instance it does not
contain a graviton that would map to the energy-momentum tensor of such a theory. How-
ever, such theories do have a natural action of the (d− q − 1)-dimensional superconformal
algebra, such that their states and fields sit in representations of this algebra, and they
can arise as decoupled subsectors of full-fledged (d − q − 1)-dimensional superconformal
theories [2].
One new aspect which arises for theories on non-compact space-times like AdS is the
need to specify boundary conditions, in particular in a way that preserves the full super-
symmetry. We do not discuss this issue in general here, assuming that such a choice is
always possible. In the cases that we discuss in detail we explicitly discuss some boundary
conditions which preserve supersymmetry. Often there are many different choices of max-
imally supersymmetric boundary conditions, in particular for non-Abelian gauge theories
[26].
It would be interesting to understand what are the specific quantities that can be
computed exactly for supersymmetric field theories on AdSd−q × Sq, by localization or
other methods. We leave this to future work.
2 Superconformal field theories on AdSd−q × Sq
In this paper we study supersymmetric field theories in d = 3, 4, 5, 6, that are put on
manifolds of the form AdSp × Sq (d = p + q, p ≥ 3) in a way that preserves the full
supersymmetry (SUSY). While some partial results are available (for example, for 4dN = 1
theories [27]), a general method for analyzing and constructing supersymmetric theories
on curved space is not yet available; in some cases one can use a coupling to background
supergravity fields for this. However, on space-times that include anti-de Sitter space, we
have the advantage that any supersymmetry algebra must include the isometry algebra
SO(p−1, 2), which means that it must be equivalent to a superconformal algebra in (p−1)
dimensions, with the same total number of supercharges.
We can use the following trick to analyze all possible SUSY algebras that can arise
from (p+ q)-dimensional supersymmetric theories on AdSp×Sq. When the AdS space and
the sphere have equal radii of curvature, the space AdSp × Sq is conformally equivalent to
(p + q)-dimensional flat space. We can use for AdSp × Sq the metric
ds2 = L2
[
dz2 + dxµdxµ
z2
+ dΩ2q
]
, (2.0.1)
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where µ = 0, · · · , p − 1, dΩ2q is the metric on a unit Sq, and the boundary is at z = 0.
Then, multiplying the metric by z2/L2 gives the metric on flat space, where z is a radial
coordinate in (q+1) dimensions. Boundary conditions imposed on AdS space may lead to
singularities of various fields on the (p − 1)-dimensional subspace z = 0.
Suppose we have a (p+q)-dimensional superconformal theory, whose symmetry algebra
includes n supercharges and also n superconformal charges. The fact that AdSp × Sq is
related to flat space by a conformal transformation, means that the supersymmetry algebra
on AdSp×Sq must be a subalgebra of the superconformal algebra in (p+ q)-dimensions. It
is clear that the boundary conditions on AdSp must break at least half of the total number
of fermionic generators of the superconformal theory. We will be interested in the cases
where exactly half of the fermionic generators are broken, leading to a supersymmetry
algebra on AdSp × Sq with n fermionic generators. Thus, our goal will be to classify
all possible (p − 1) dimensional superconformal algebras with n total supercharges (n/2
regular supercharges and n/2 superconformal charges in (p − 1) dimensions) that arise as
subalgebras of (p + q)-dimensional superconformal algebras with 2n total supercharges.
The superconformal groups in different dimensions on flat space were classified by Nahm
[28], and we will use this classification in our analysis.
Naively this classification is only relevant for superconformal theories in (p+q) dimen-
sions. However, it is clear that if we have a general supersymmetric theory on AdSp × Sq,
it cannot preserve a larger supersymmetry than that of a superconformal theory on the
same space. Thus, the same classification will give us all supersymmetry algebras that can
arise when we put a general UV-complete supersymmetric theory on AdSp × Sq in a way
that preserves the same number of supercharges as we had in (p + q) dimensions. Simi-
larly, it is clear that when we discuss AdSp and S
q spaces with different radii of curvature,
the supersymmetry algebra cannot be larger than the one which arises for equal radii, so
any supersymmetry algebra that arises for such space-times must also be included in our
classification. For q = 1 one can show that the same supersymmetry algebra arises for any
ratio of the radii.
In this section we will describe this classification of all possible symmetry algebras
that preserve all supercharges of a (p+ q)-dimensional theory on AdSp×Sq, going over all
possible p ≥ 3 cases one by one. The results are summarized in appendix F.
2.1 Four dimensional theories on AdS3 × S1
In four dimensions we have four consistent superconformal algebras that do not contain
higher spin conserved currents : N = 1, N = 2, N = 3 and N = 4. Each algebra contains
4N regular supercharges, and 4N superconformal charges. We would like to analyze the
possible algebras that can arise for supersymmetric theories on AdS3×S1, preserving all 4N
supercharges. As discussed above, such algebras should be two dimensional superconformal
algebras with 2N regular supercharges, that arise as subalgebras of the four dimensional
superconformal algebras. Thus, they must be (p, 2N − p) superconformal algebras in two
dimensions. Throughout this section we will follow the notations of [29]; our conventions
may be found in appendix A.
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2.1.1 N = 1
In this section we describe the algebraic structure of these theories; the construction of
some explicit field theories for this case will be discussed in detail in section 3.
The 4d N = 1 superconformal algebra includes the fermionic generators Qα and Sβ,
which we take to be Majorana spinors with α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the bosonic generators:
Lorentz transformations Mµν of SO(3, 1), translations Pµ, special conformal transforma-
tions Kµ and dilatations D, with µ, ν = 0, · · · , 3. Moreover, it includes a U(1) R-symmetry
whose generator we denote by T . The bosonic generators satisfy the SO(4, 2) algebra, and
together with the fermionic generators they satisfy the SU(2, 2|1) algebra:
{Qα, Qβ} = −1
2
(γµ)βαPµ , {Sα, Sβ} = −
1
2
(γµ)βαKµ ,
{Qα, Sβ} = −1
2
δβαD −
1
4
(γµν)βαMµν +
i
2
(γ∗)βαT ,
[Mµν , Q] = −1
2
γµνQ, [Mµν , S] = −1
2
γµνS ,
[T,Q] = −3i
2
γ∗Q , [T, S] =
3i
2
γ∗S ,
[Kµ, Q] = γµS , [Pµ, S] = γµQ .
(2.1.1)
Here γ∗ is the chiral gamma matrix, that exists in any even number of dimensions.
In order to have a consistent superalgebra on AdS3 × S1, we need a subalgebra of
this superconformal algebra that includes the AdS3 × S1 isometries, SO(2, 2) × SO(2) ⊂
SO(4, 2), and it should include half of the fermionic operators Q and S, that must close
on this subalgebra. We expect the SO(2) generator of rotations on the circle to include
P3, and to commute with all other bosonic generators, in particular with the SO(2, 2)
generators. The correct choice turns out to be P3 − c2K3, where we show in appendix B
that the absolute value of c is related to the curvature of AdS3 by
c2 =
1
24
R. (2.1.2)
The generator P3−c2K3 does not commute with the following eight bosonic generators:
Pa − c2Ka, Ma3, D, and P3 + c2K3 (a = 0, 1, 2), so these generators will not be part of
the resulting supersymmetry algebra. Six of the remaining bosonic generators, Mab and
Pa + c
2Ka, form an SO(2, 2) algebra. In order to see this it is convenient to define the
operators
Pa + c
2Ka − cǫbca Mbc =


L0
L1
L2

 =


P0 + c
2K0 + 2cM12
P1 + c
2K1 − 2cM20
P2 + c
2K2 − 2cM01

 , (2.1.3)
and
Pa + c
2Ka + cǫ
bc
a Mbc =


L¯0
L¯1
L¯2

 =


P0 + c
2K0 − 2cM12
P1 + c
2K1 + 2cM20
P2 + c
2K2 + 2cM01

 . (2.1.4)
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The SO(2, 2) ≃ SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) algebra may then be written as:
[L1, L2] = 4cL0 , [L0, L1] = −4cL2 , [L2, L0] = −4cL1 ,
[L¯1, L¯2] = −4cL¯0 , [L¯0, L¯1] = 4cL¯2 , [L¯2, L¯0] = 4cL¯1 ,
[La, L¯b] = 0.
(2.1.5)
When c > 0, the La are the right-moving SO(2, 1) charges and the L¯a are the left-moving
SO(2, 1) charges. Without loss of generality we will assume from here on that c > 0; the
other sign is related to this by a two dimensional parity transformation. When the SO(2, 2)
is embedded into a full Virasoro algebra (which may or may not be the case), these charges
are proportional to the L−1,0,1 and L¯−1,0,1 charges of the Virasoro algebra (the constant c
above should not be confused with the central charge of the Virasoro algebra, which can
be non-zero when our field theory is embedded into some gravitational theory).
The supercharges that close only on the remaining bosonic generators mentioned above
are half of all the fermionic generators, that may be written as Q ≡ Q + icγ∗γ3S. Their
algebra is
{Qα,Qβ} =− 1
2
(γ3) βα (P3 − c2K3)−
1
2
(γa) βα (Pa + c
2Ka)− c(γ3) βα T +
ic
2
(γabγ3γ∗) βα Mab ,
=− 1
2
(γ3) βα (P3 − c2K3 + 2cT )−
1
2
(γa) βα La .
(2.1.6)
We can identify this as part of the two dimensional right-moving N = 2 superconformal
algebra, where we identify (P3 − c2K3 + 2cT ) as the two dimensional R-charge; note that
this is a mixture of the isometry of the circle and the 4d R-charge. Together with the
other generators written above we have the N = (0, 2) superconformal algebra (when c is
positive), with a bosonic subgroup SO(2, 2) × SO(2); in particular
[La,Q] = 2icγ∗γ3γaQ, [L¯a,Q] = 0 ,
[P3 − c2K3 + 2cT,Q] = −2icγ∗Q .
(2.1.7)
In addition to this algebra we have an extra U(1) generator (P3 − c2K3 − 2cT ) that
commutes with all the generators of the superconformal algebra. When this generator
is preserved, it gives an extra global U(1) symmetry, but we can also preserve the same
amount of supersymmetry on AdS3×S1 when this generator is broken, and only the specific
combination (P3 − c2K3 + 2cT ) is conserved; we will see examples of both possibilities in
section 3. However, the fact that we must preserve the combination (P3 − c2K3 + 2cT )
which appears on the right-hand side of the supersymmetry algebra on AdS3 × S1 means
that even when the 4d theory that we start with is not superconformal, it must still have
an R-symmetry in order to preserve supersymmetry on AdS3 × S1 [25, 27]. This will be
true also in our subsequent examples – preserving supersymmetry on AdSp × Sq requires
having in the (p + q)-dimensional field theory all the R-symmetries that appear on the
right-hand side of the supersymmetry algebra on AdSp × Sq.
Note that even though just the counting of supercharges would have allowed also a 2d
N = (1, 1) superconformal algebra in this case, we see that this possibility does not arise.
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We will see also in the other cases below that on AdS3 × Sq (q ≥ 1) we always obtain an
even number of left-moving and of right-moving supersymmetry generators.
2.1.2 N = 2
In the 4d N = 2 case, we use a convention where we have eight complex Weyl supercharges
Qiα and S
j
β, with i, j = 1, 2, α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4, and a SU(2) × U(1) R-symmetry generated
by a traceless 2 × 2 matrix U ji and by T . The position of the R symmetry index i, j, · · ·
is used to distinguish between left-handed and right-handed supercharges in the following
way:
γ∗Qiα = Qiα , γ∗Qiα = −Qiα , γ∗Siα = Siα , γ∗Siα = −Siα. (2.1.8)
In order to connect the results here to our later results in 5d and 6d, we follow [29] and treat
the Weyl spinors as four component spinors, with two components vanishing according to
(2.1.8). The spinor indices α, β, · · · can be raised and lowered by the charge conjugation
matrix Cαβ. In the usual notations of [30], our Qi’s are the Q’s, and our Q
i’s are the Q’s.
Together with the other bosonic generators these satisfy the SU(2, 2|2) superconformal
algebra
{Qiα, Qjβ} = −1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαPµ , {Siα, Sjβ} = −
1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαKµ ,
{Qiα, Qβj } = −
1
2
δij(γ
µ)βαPµ , {Siα, Sβj } = −
1
2
δij(γ
µ)βαKµ ,
{Qiα, Sjβ} = −1
2
δji δ
β
αD −
1
4
δji (γ
µν)βαMµν +
i
2
δji δ
β
αT − δβαU ji ,
{Qiα, Sβj } = −
1
2
δijδ
β
αD −
1
4
δij(γ
µν)βαMµν −
i
2
δijδ
β
αT + δ
β
αU
i
j ,
[U ji , Q
k] = δki Q
j − 1
2
δjiQ
k , [U ji , S
k] = δki S
j − 1
2
δjiS
k ,
[U ji , Qk] = −δjkQi +
1
2
δjiQk , [U
j
i , Sk] = −δjkSi +
1
2
δjiSk ,
[T,Qi] =
i
2
Qi , [T, Si] =
i
2
Si ,
[T,Qi] = − i
2
Qi , [T, Si] = − i
2
Si .
(2.1.9)
As in the N = 1 case, we choose a subgroup of the bosonic generators to give the
isometry algebra of AdS3 × S1, and we correlate the ordinary supercharges and the super-
conformal charges so that we get a consistent superalgebra on AdS3 × S1. In the N = 2
case there are two different ways to do so, which are a straightforward generalization of
the N = 1 case (see also [31]).
The first option is the diagonal option preserving SU(2)R, where for i = 1, 2 we choose
the conserved fermionic generators to be
Qi ≡ Qi + icγ∗γ3Si = Qi + icγ3Si ,
Qi ≡ Qi + icγ∗γ3Si = Qi − icγ3Si . (2.1.10)
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These satisfy the algebra
{Qi,Qj} = {Qi,Qj} = 0 ,
{Qi,Qj} = −1
2
δji γ
3(P3 − c2K3)− 1
2
δji γ
a(Pa + c
2Ka)− ic
2
δji γ
abγ3Mab − cδji γ3T − 2icγ3U ji ,
[P3 − c2K3,Qi] = icQi , [P3 − c2K3,Qi] = −icQi ,
[Mab,Qi] = −1
2
γabQi , [Mab,Qi] = −1
2
γabQi ,
[Pa + c
2Ka,Qi] = icγ3γaQi , [Pa + c2Ka,Qi] = −icγ3γaQi ,
[T,Qi] = i
2
Qi , [T,Qi] = − i
2
Qi ,
[U ji ,Qk] = −δjkQi +
1
2
δjiQk ,
[U ji ,Qk] = δki Qj −
1
2
δjiQk .
(2.1.11)
Notice that P3 − c2K3 + 2cT appears on the right-hand side of {Qi,Qj}, but it commutes
with all the other generators in the theory. Therefore, kθ ≡ P3 − c2K3 + 2cT is a central
charge and fixed within a representation. This should not be confused with the central
charge of the (super)-Virasoro algebra, which does not appear in its global subalgebra that
we obtain here. We can rewrite the second line of (2.1.11) in the following way:
{Q1,Q1} = −1
2
γaLa + 2cγ
3U3 − 1
2
γ3kθ ,
{Q2,Q2} = −1
2
γaLa − 2cγ3U3 − 1
2
γ3kθ ,
{Q1,Q2} = 2cγ3(U1 − iU2) ,
{Q2,Q1} = 2cγ3(U1 + iU2) ,
(2.1.12)
with La defined as in (2.1.3), and Ui defined by
U ji = i(U1σ1 + U2σ2 + U3σ3)
j
i . (2.1.13)
This supersymmetry algebra (together with the commutators of the bosonic generators)
is isomorphic to the ‘small’ N = (0, 4) superconformal algebra in two dimensions, which
contains an SU(2) R-symmetry, together with an extra central charge kθ. Note that this
central charge is consistent with the algebra we wrote, but not with its extension to a
super-Virasoro algebra; thus if we embed our theory into a theory that has this extended
algebra, kθ must vanish.
The other possible option for N = 2 theories on AdS3 × S1 is
Q1 ≡ Q1 + icγ3S2 , Q2 ≡ Q2 + icγ3S1 ,
Q1 ≡ Q1 − icγ3S2 , Q2 ≡ Q2 − icγ3S1. (2.1.14)
It will be convenient to define the following basis for the charges
Q± ≡ 1√
2
(Q1 ±Q2) , Q± ≡ 1√
2
(Q1 ±Q2) . (2.1.15)
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The algebra that includes this specific half of the supercharges is then
{Q±,Q±} = {Q±,Q∓} = {Q±,Q±} = {Q±,Q∓} = {Q±,Q∓} = 0 ,
{Q+,Q+} = −1
2
γa(Pa + c
2Ka)− ic
2
γabγ3Mab − 1
2
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + 2cγ3U1 − cγ3T ,
{Q−,Q−} = −1
2
γa(Pa + c
2Ka) +
ic
2
γabγ3Mab − 1
2
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + 2cγ3U1 + cγ3T ,
[P3 − c2K3,Q±] = ±icQ± , [P3 − c2K3,Q±] = ∓icQ± ,
[Mab,Q±] = −1
2
γabQ± , [Mab,Q±] = −1
2
γabQ± ,
[Pa + c
2Ka,Q+] = icγ3γaQ+ , [Pa + c2Ka,Q−] = −icγ3γaQ− ,
[Pa + c
2Ka,Q+] = −icγ3γaQ+ , [Pa + c2Ka,Q−] = icγ3γaQ− ,
[T,Q±] = − i
2
Q±, [T,Q±] = i
2
Q±, [2U1,Q±] = ±iQ±, [2U1,Q±] = ∓iQ± .
(2.1.16)
Notice that we get two separate subalgebras, each satisfying the N = 1 algebra of
section 2.1.1, but with opposite chirality.
These subalgebras contain two independent U(1) generators
T± = 1
2
(P3 − c2K3)− 2cU1 ± cT , (2.1.17)
and each one of them acts on half of the supercharges:
[T±,Q±] = ±icQ± , [T±,Q∓] = 0 , [T±,Q±] = ∓icQ± , [T±,Q∓] = 0 .
(2.1.18)
This algebra is the N = (2, 2) superconformal algebra in two dimensions, with left-moving
and right-moving U(1)R generators T±.
2.1.3 N = 4
In the 4d N = 4 case we have 16 complex Weyl supercharges satisfying the superconformal
algebra PSU(2, 2|4). In a similar notation to the previous subsection
{Qiα, Qjβ} = −1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαPµ , {Siα, Sjβ} = −
1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαKµ ,
{Qiα, Qβj } = −
1
2
δij(γ
µ)βαPµ , {Siα, Sβj } = −
1
2
δij(γ
µ)βαKµ ,
{Qiα, Sjβ} = −1
2
δji δ
β
αD −
1
4
δji (γ
µν)βαMµν − δβαU ji ,
{Qiα, Sβj } = −
1
2
δijδ
β
αD −
1
4
δij(γ
µν)βαMµν + δ
β
αU
i
j ,
[U ji , Q
k] = δki Q
j − 1
4
δjiQ
k , [U ji , S
k] = δki S
j − 1
4
δjiS
k ,
[U ji , Qk] = −δjkQi +
1
4
δjiQk , [U
j
i , Sk] = −δjkSi +
1
4
δji Sk ,
[U ji , U
l
k] = δ
l
iU
j
k − δjkU li ,
(2.1.19)
where now i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are SU(4)R indices.
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As in the previous cases, we define supercharges Qii′ ≡ Qi+ icγ∗γ3Si′ , where we begin
with arbitrary and independent i and i′. We wish to see which combinations of indices
will close on the isometries of AdS3 × S1, chosen as above. Generally, the commutation
relations of these supercharges are
{Qii′ ,Qjj′} =− 1
2
γ3(δjiP3 − c2δj
′
i′K3)−
1
2
γa(δjiPa + c
2δj
′
i′Ka)−
ic
4
γabγ3Mab(δ
j′
i + δ
j
i′)
− ic
2
(δj
′
i − δji′)γ3D −
ic
2
γ3bγ3M3b(δ
j′
i − δji′)− icγ3(U j
′
i + U
j
i′) .
(2.1.20)
The algebra will close only if
δji = δ
j′
i′ , (2.1.21)
since then we get the specific combinations of the generators P3− c2K3, Pa+ c2Ka. More-
over, as discussed above D cannot appear in the algebra, implying another constraint
δj
′
i = δ
j
i′ . (2.1.22)
This condition also ensures that [U j
′
i + U
j
i′ ,Qkk′ ] is in the algebra. With these constraints
the commutator is simplified to
{Qii′ ,Qjj′} = −1
2
δji
[
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + γa(Pa + c2Ka)
]− ic
2
γabγ3Mabδ
j′
i − icγ3(U j
′
i + U
j
i′) .
(2.1.23)
Up to permutations, there are three possible solutions to the constraints, and we will
analyze each of them separately :
I II III
Q1 = Q1 + icγ∗γ3S1 Q1 + icγ∗γ3S1 Q1 + icγ∗γ3S2
Q2 = Q2 + icγ∗γ3S2 Q2 + icγ∗γ3S2 Q2 + icγ∗γ3S1
Q3 = Q3 + icγ∗γ3S3 Q3 + icγ∗γ3S4 Q3 + icγ∗γ3S4
Q4 = Q4 + icγ∗γ3S4 Q4 + icγ∗γ3S3 Q4 + icγ∗γ3S3
The naive analysis of the R-symmetry in the 2d superconformal algebra would be
to check what subgroup of the entire R group is consistent with the supercharges Qii′ .
If we define the matrix Z ji via Qi = Qi + icγ∗γ3Z ji Sj, then the matrix Z is invariant
under GR = SU(4), SU(3) × U(1), and SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1) for the cases I, II, III
respectively. The naive expectation is that the 2d R-symmetry will be a product of GR with
the S1 isometry (or Sq isometries in the general case). As we already saw in the N = 2
analysis, this is not the case. The mixture of the sphere isometries and the R-symmetry
generators can modify the symmetry by central charges and U(1) factors. In some cases we
will see that not all of the generators appear on the right-hand side of anti-commutators
of supercharges, and therefore will not be part of the 2d R-symmetry. For this reason, a
more careful analysis needs to be done.
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I. This case is similar to the N = (0, 4) case above, and the algebra takes the form
{Qi,Qj} = {Qi,Qj} = 0 ,
{Qi,Qj} = −1
2
δji
[
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + γa(Pa + c2Ka)
]− ic
2
γabγ3Mabδ
j
i − 2icγ3U ji ,
[P3 − c2K3,Qi] = icQi , [P3 − c2K3,Qi] = −icQi ,
[Mab,Qi] = −1
2
γabQi , [Mab,Qi] = −1
2
γabQi ,
[Pa + c
2Ka,Qi] = icγ3γaQi , [Pa + c2Ka,Qi] = −icγ3γaQi ,
[U ji ,Qk] = −δjkQi +
1
4
δjiQk , [U ji ,Qk] = δki Qj −
1
4
δjiQk .
(2.1.24)
Notice that all unitary traceless R-symmetry generators U ji appear in the algebra, and
therefore the full SU(4) remains as a two dimensional R-symmetry. The additional
generator P3 − c2K3, which is the generator of the U(1) symmetry on the circle
S1, also appears as an R-symmetry. This algebra is isomorphic to the N = (0, 8)
superconformal algebra, where the N = 8 algebra appearing is the one with a U(4)
R-symmetry.
II. In this case it will be convenient to write the algebra in terms of generators Q1,Q2
and Q± = 1√2(Q3 ± Q4). We will use indices i, j = 1, 2, and write the ± explicitly.
The fermionic commutation relations read
{Qi,Qj} = {Qi,Qj} = 0 ,
{Q±,Q±} = {Q±,Q∓} = {Q±,Q±} = {Q±,Q∓} = {Q±,Q∓} = 0 ,
{Qi,Qj} = −1
2
δji
[
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + γa(Pa + c2Ka)
]− ic
2
γabγ3Mabδ
j
i − 2icγ3U ji ,
{Q+,Q+} = −1
2
[
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + γa(Pa + c2Ka)
]− ic
2
γabγ3Mab − icγ3(U33 + U44 + U43 + U34 ) ,
{Q−,Q−} = −1
2
[
γ3(P3 − c2K3) + γa(Pa + c2Ka)
]
+
ic
2
γabγ3Mab + icγ
3(U33 + U
4
4 − U43 − U34 ) ,
{Q+,Qi} =
√
2icγ3(U i3 + U
i
4) ,
{Qi,Q+} =
√
2icγ3(U3i + U
4
i ) ,
{Qi,Q−} = 0 , {Q−,Qi} = 0 .
(2.1.25)
The bosonic commutation relations of the Lorentz group with Qi and Qi are as in
case I, and with Q± and Q± as in (2.1.16). The R-generators that appear in the
commutation relations form a SU(3)×U(1) algebra, where U33 +U44 −U43 −U34 is the
generator of the U(1) symmetry, and it commutes with the other eight generators.
This U(1) generator is diagonal in the Q’s with eigenvalues of −12 for Q+ and Qi and 32
for Q−; 12 for Q+ and Qi and −32 for Q−. Together with the additional U(1) generator
P3−c2K3 we can create a U(1) generator 12(P3−c2K3)− ic(U33 +U44 −U43 −U34 ) which
commutes with Q1,Q2,Q+,Q1,Q2,Q+, but not with Q−,Q−. Another combination
3
2(P3− c2K3)+ ic(U33 +U44 −U43 −U34 ) commutes with Q−,Q−, but not with the rest.
To summarize, we get an algebra in which the generators Q1,Q2,Q+,Q1,Q2,Q+,
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together with U(3) R-symmetry generators, obey non-trivial commutation relations
among themselves and (anti-)commute with Q−,Q−. The full algebra is isomorphic
to the N = (2, 6) superconformal algebra in two dimensions, with R-symmetry group
U(1)× U(3).
III. In this case it will be convenient to use fermionic generators Q(1)± = 1√2 (Q1±Q2) and
Q(2)± = 1√2(Q3 ±Q4), for which we get the following algebra:
{Q(1)+ ,Q−(1)} = {Q(2)+ ,Q−(2)} = {Q(1)+ ,Q−(2)} = {Q(2)+ ,Q−(1)} = 0 ,
{Q(1)+ ,Q+(1)} = −
1
2
γ3
(
P3 − c2K3 + 2ic(U21 + U12 + U11 + U22 )
)
− 1
2
γaL
a ,
{Q(2)+ ,Q+(2)} = −
1
2
γ3
(
P3 − c2K3 + 2ic(U43 + U34 + U33 + U44 )
)
− 1
2
γaL
a ,
{Q(1)+ ,Q+(2)} = −icγ3(U41 + U31 + U32 + U42 ) ,
{Q(2)+ ,Q+(1)} = −icγ3(U14 + U13 + U23 + U24 ) ,
{Q(1)− ,Q−(1)} = −
1
2
γ3
(
P3 − c2K3 + 2ic(U21 + U12 − U11 − U22 )
)
− 1
2
γaL¯
a ,
{Q(2)− ,Q−(2)} = −
1
2
γ3
(
P3 − c2K3 + 2ic(U43 + U34 − U33 − U44 )
)
− 1
2
γaL¯
a ,
{Q(1)− ,Q−(2)} = −icγ3(U41 − U31 + U32 − U42 ) ,
{Q(2)− ,Q−(1)} = −icγ3(U14 − U13 + U23 − U24 ) ,
(2.1.26)
with the bosonic commutation relations as in (2.1.16). We see that the algebra splits
into two commuting sectors with individual SU(2) R-symmetry generators. There
is also a central charge, kθ = (P3 − c2K3) + ic(U21 + U12 + U43 + U34 ), appearing on
the right-hand side, which commutes with all the algebra and with the SU(2)+ ×
SU(2)− R-symmetry. The supercharges Q±(1) and Q±(2) are doublets of SU(2)±
respectively. This algebra is isomorphic to the two dimensional ‘small’ N = (4, 4)
superconformal algebra, with an additional central charge kθ (that cannot appear in
the super-Virasoro extension of this algebra).
2.1.4 N = 3
No superconformal field theories with N = 3 that do not have N = 4 are known, but
we still include this algebraically consistent case for completeness. By straightforward
generalizations of the previous cases, we can get here the N = (0, 6), N = (2, 4), N = (4, 2)
or N = (6, 0) two dimensional superconformal algebras.
2.2 Five dimensional theories on AdS4 × S1
As classified by Nahm [28], the only possible five dimensional superconformal algebra has
N = 1 supersymmetry and is called F (4). We will use the real form F 2(4) as in [32] to
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write the algebra:
[Mµν , Qiα] = −1
4
(γµνQi)α , [Mµν , Siα] = −1
4
(γµνSi)α ,
[D,Qiα] =
1
2
Qiα , [D,Siα] = −1
2
Qiα ,
[Kµ, Qiα] = i(γµSi)α , [Pµ, Siα] = −i(γµQi)α ,
{Qiα, Qjβ} = −1
2
ǫij(γ
µ)αβPµ , {Siα, Sjβ} = −1
2
ǫij(γ
µ)αβKµ ,
{Qiα, Sjβ} = − i
2
(ǫijCαβD + ǫij(γ
µν)αβMµν + 3CαβUij) ,
[Qiα, Ukl] = ǫi(kQl)α , [Siα, Ukl] = ǫi(kSl)α , [Uij, U
kl] = 2δ
(k
(i U
l)
j) .
(2.2.1)
In this algebra the supersymmetry generators Qiα and the superconformal generators Siα
(i = 1, 2, α = 1, 2, 3, 4) are symplectic Majorana spinors, with a total of eight real compo-
nents. The Uij generators form a SU(2) R-symmetry algebra, and they are anti-hermitian
and symmetric,
(U ji )
∗ = −U ij , Uij = Uji . (2.2.2)
Unlike our conventions in four dimensions, here the indices i, j = 1, 2 are raised and lowered
by ǫij and ǫ
ij which satisfy
ǫ12 = ǫ
12 = 1 , ǫjkǫ
ik = δij . (2.2.3)
The charge conjugation matrix C, and also the matrices Cγa, are anti-symmetric.
The algebra (2.2.1) is quite similar to the N = 2 superconformal algebra in four
dimensions, where we saw that the algebra closes on the isometries of AdSd−1×S1 for the
following choices of supercharges:
Qi = Qi + icγd−1Si (2.2.4)
or
Q1 = Q1 + icγd−1S2, Q2 = Q2 + icγd−1S1 . (2.2.5)
We may expect to have the same two options here, but it turns out that only one of them
is consistent: the twisted choice with
Q1 ≡ Q1 + icγ4S2, Q2 ≡ Q2 + icγ4S1 . (2.2.6)
As in the four dimensional case it will be convenient to work in the basis
Q± = 1√
2
(Q1 ±Q2) , (2.2.7)
in which the algebra takes the form
{Q+,Q+} = {Q−,Q−} = 0 ,
{Q+,Q−} = −cγ4γabMab + 1
2
γa(Pa − c2Ka) + 1
2
γ4
(
P4 + c
2K4 + 3c(U22 − U11)
)
.
(2.2.8)
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Our choice of supercharges breaks the SU(2) R-symmetry to a U(1) with the generator
U11 − U22. As in section 2.1.1, one linear combination of the isometry of S1 and this
unbroken U(1)R appears on the right-hand side algebra and acts as a 3d SO(2)R generator:
[P4 + c
2K4 + 3c(U22 − U11),Q±] = ±7cQ± . (2.2.9)
The other combination is a global symmetry that may or may not be broken. The full
algebra that we find is equivalent to the N = 2 three dimensional superconformal alge-
bra OSp(2|2,R) [33]. Indeed, based on the amount of supersymmetry, this is the only
possibility.
2.3 Six dimensional theories on AdS5 × S1
The largest space-time dimension consistent with superconformal symmetry is six [28].
Assuming no higher spin conserved charges, there are two possibilities in this case, which are
both chiral: the minimal N = (1, 0) superconformal algebra, and the extended N = (2, 0)
superconformal algebra. Putting them on AdS5 × S1 should lead to a four dimensional
superconformal algebra with half of the number of fermionic generators.
2.3.1 N = (1, 0)
The 6d algebra in this case is given in terms of symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors by [34]
[Mµν , Qiα] = −1
2
(γµνQi)α , [Mµν , Siα] = −1
2
(γµνSi)α ,
[D,Qiα] =
1
2
Qiα , [D,Siα] = −1
2
Siα ,
[Kµ, Qiα] = −(γµSi)α , [Pµ, Siα] = −(γµQi)α ,
{Qiα, Qjβ} = −1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαPµ , {Siα, Sjβ} = −
1
2
δji (γ
µ)βαKµ ,
{Qiα, Sjβ} = 1
2
(
δji δ
β
αD + δ
j
i (γ
µν)βαMµν + 4δ
β
αU
j
i
)
,
[U ji , Q
k] = δki Q
j − 1
2
δjiQ
k , [U ji , Qk] = −δjkQi +
1
2
δjiQk ,
[U ji , S
k] = δki S
j − 1
2
δjiS
k , [U ji , Sk] = −δjkSi +
1
2
δji Sk ,
[U ji , U
l
k] = δ
l
iU
j
k − δjkU li ,
(2.3.1)
where i, j = 1, 2, and α, β = 1, · · · , 8. As in the five dimensional case, the spinor indices
are raised and lowered by ǫij and ǫij , respectively. The U
j
i ’s are generators of the SU(2)
R-symmetry.
Again, this algebra is very similar in its structure to the N = 2 superconformal al-
gebra in four dimensions. As in the five dimensional case of section 2.2, only the twisted
combinations Q1 = Q1 + icγ5S2 and Q2 = Q2 + icγ5S1 form a consistent algebra. The
R-symmetry that is preserved is U(1), and we also have the U(1) isometry of S1. The re-
maining subalgebra is isomorphic to the N = 1 superconformal algebra in four dimensions,
SU(2, 2|1). One combination of U(1)’s P5 − c2K5 − 4ic(U 12 +U 21 ) appears in this algebra
as the U(1)R generator, and the other one may or may not be a global symmetry.
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2.3.2 N = (2, 0)
This algebra has an USp(4) ≃ SO(5) R-symmetry, generated by the symmetric 2-form U ij
(i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4). The indices are raised and lowered by the antisymmetric invariant tensors
Ωij and Ω
ij , which satisfy ΩijΩjk = δ
i
k. In order to perform computations, we choose a
specific representation for these matrices:
Ω41 = Ω23 = −Ω14 = −Ω32 = 1. (2.3.2)
The algebra then takes the form
[Mµν , Q
i
α] = −
1
4
(γµνQ
i)α, [Mµν , S
i
α] = −
1
4
(γµνS
i)α ,
[D,Qiα] =
1
2
Qiα, [D,S
i
α] = −
1
2
Siα ,
[Kµ, Q
i
α] = (γµS
i)α, [Pµ, S
i
α] = (γµQ
i)α ,
{Qiα, Qjβ} = −2(γµ)αβΩijPµ, {Siα, Sjβ} = −2(γµ)αβΩijKµ ,
{Qiα, Sjβ} = −2Cαβ
(
ΩijD + 4U ij
)− 2(γµν)αβΩijMµν ,
[Uij , Qk] = −Ωk(iQj), [Uij, Sk] = −Ωk(iSj) ,
[Uij , Ukl] = Ωi(kUl)j +Ωj(kUl)i .
(2.3.3)
Naively there are three choices of combining the supercharges to get a superconformal
algebra on AdS5 × S1, just as in the N = 4 case in four dimensions. But it turns out that
only for two of them the algebra closes; these are
Q1 = Q1 + icγ5S2, Q2 = Q2 + icγ5S1, Q3 = Q3 + icγ5S4, Q4 = Q4 + icγ5S3 ,
Q1 = Q1 − icγ5S2, Q2 = Q2 − icγ5S1, Q3 = Q3 − icγ5S4, Q4 = Q4 − icγ5S3 ,
(2.3.4)
and
Q1 = Q1 + icγ5S4, Q4 = Q4 + icγ5S1, Q3 = Q3 + icγ5S2, Q2 = Q2 + icγ5S3 ,
Q1 = Q1 − icγ5S4, Q4 = Q4 − icγ5S1, Q3 = Q3 − icγ5S2, Q2 = Q2 − icγ5S3 .
(2.3.5)
These two options turn out to give the same algebra, in which the 6d R-symmetry breaks
to a U(2) symmetry with
U+ = U44 − U33, U− = U22 − U11, Uz = U14 − U32, T = U24 − U13 . (2.3.6)
U+, U− and Uz satisfy the SU(2) algebra, and T commutes with them. Defining combina-
tions of the Q’s of (2.3.4) as in case I of section 2.1.3, they act on the supercharges in the
following way
[Uz,Qi±] = (σz)ijQj±, [U+,Q1±] = Q2±, [U−,Q2±] = Q1±, [T,Qi±] = ±Qi± . (2.3.7)
We also have the extra U(1) generator ∂θ = P5 − c2K5. One combination of this with T
acts as the U(1) R-generator in the four dimensional superconformal algebra, and the other
may or may not be a U(1) global symmetry. The algebra we find is equivalent to the four
dimensional N = 2 superconformal algebra SU(2, 2|2); again this is the only possibility
based on the counting of supercharges. Theories realizing this construction were discussed
in [2].
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2.4 Field theories on AdSd−2 × S2
in this case we wish our symmetries to commute with the SO(3) isometry group of the
S2 factor. Using similar manipulations to the AdSd−1 × S1 cases, we can single out the
last two space-time dimensions by using two gamma matrices in the form of the conserved
supercharges on AdSd−2 × S2, Qi = Qi + icγ(d−2)(d−1)Si′ . This ansatz turns out to give
a superconformal algebra that preserves the isometries of AdSd−2 × S2. Since we are not
studying AdS2 here, we can choose d = 5 or d = 6; however d = 6 turns out to be impossible
(see Appendix D) so we only have one case.
2.4.1 Five dimensional field theories on AdS3 × S2
As in (2.2.1), we consider the F (4) superconformal algebra. This time we choose as con-
served supercharges Qi = Qi + icγ34Si, which turns out to be the only consistent choice
giving a closed subalgebra. We will denote the coordinates µ = 3, 4 by A,B, · · · and
µ = 0, 1, 2 by a, b, · · · . The fermionic part of the algebra is
{Q1,Q2} = −3cγ34U 21 , {Q2,Q1} = −3cγ34U 12
{Q1,Q1} = 1
2
γA
(
PA + c
2KA
)
+
1
2
γa
(
Pa − c2Ka
)− cMabγabγ34 + 2cM34 + 3cγ34U 11
{Q2,Q2} = 1
2
γA
(
PA + c
2KA
)
+
1
2
γa
(
Pa − c2Ka
)− cMabγabγ34 + 2cM34 − 3cγ34U 22 .
(2.4.1)
The SO(2, 2) = SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) isometry group of AdS3 is now generated by
γa(Pa − c2Ka)− cMabγabγ34 = γaLa ,
γa(Pa − c2Ka) + cMabγabγ34 = γaL¯a .
(2.4.2)
Only the La appear on the right-hand side of (2.4.1), therefore the two dimensional su-
perconformal algebra is chiral. PA + c
2KA and M34 generate the SO(3) isometry group of
the sphere, and U21 , U
1
2 and U
1
1 = −U22 generate an SU(2)R symmetry. In the two dimen-
sional superconformal algebra, the sphere generators join with the R-symmetry generators
to form an SU(2)×SU(2) R-symmetry. This algebra turns out to be the ‘large’ N = (0, 4)
superconformal algebra [35] 1.
2.5 Field theories on AdSd−3 × S3
Here the only examples are the six dimensional ones. We use the same conventions for
the 6d superconformal algebras as above. Following the previous sections we propose the
conserved supercharges to be of the form Qi + icγ
(d−3)(d−2)(d−1)Si′ , and we denote the
indices µ = 3, 4, 5 by A,B, · · · , and the indices µ = 0, 1, 2 by a, b, · · · .
1The R-symmetry of the ‘large’ N = 4 superconformal algebra is SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1), but only
SU(2)× SU(2) appears in the global part of the superconformal algebra (as opposed to the full Virasoro).
2.5.1 Six dimensional N = (1, 0) theories
The only consistent choice for combining the supercharges is the diagonal choice,
Q1 = Q1 + icγ345S1, Q2 = Q2 + icγ345S2. (2.5.1)
These obey the algebra
{Q1,Q1} =− 1
2
γa(Pa − c2Ka)− 1
2
γA(PA + c
2KA) +
ic
2
γ345γabMab
+
ic
2
γ345γABMAB + 4icγ
345U 11 ,
{Q2,Q2} =− 1
2
γa(Pa − c2Ka)− 1
2
γA(PA + c
2KA) +
ic
2
γ345γabMab
+
ic
2
γ345γABMAB + 4icγ
345U 22 ,
{Q1,Q2} =4icγ345U 21 , {Q2,Q1} = 4icγ345U 12 .
(2.5.2)
The generators (PA + c
2KA) + icǫABCM
BC and U ji form an SU(2)× SU(2) R-symmetry
in the two dimensional superconformal algebra. As in the previous case, the full algebra
turns out to be the ‘large’ N = (0, 4) superconformal algebra in two dimensions. The other
three S3 rotation generators PA+c
2KA− icǫABCMAB commute with the supercharges and
may or may not be a global symmetry.
2.5.2 Six dimensional N = (2, 0) theories
In this case there are two options to form a consistent algebra. The first case is the diagonal
case
Qi = Qi + icγ345Si, Qi = Qi − icγ345Si. (2.5.3)
The R-symmetry in this case consists of an SU(2) subgroup of the sphere SO(4) isometries
generated by PA + c
2KA + icǫABCM
BC , and of the full 6d R-symmetry USp(4) ∼ SO(5),
and we have 8 chiral supercharges. We obtain a N = (0, 8) superconformal algebra that is
different from the one we encountered before; this algebra is classified as case (III) in [36].
The other three SO(4) generators again commute with the supercharges and may or may
not be a global symmetry.
The second option is to split the generators into two pairs. For the representation of
Ω that we chose in section 2.3.2 they are
Q1 = Q1 + icγ345S3, Q2 = Q2 + icγ345S4,
Q3 = Q3 + icγ345S1, Q4 = Q4 + icγ345S2.
(2.5.4)
Here the supercharges close on the entire SO(4) sphere isometries, and our choice preserves
an SO(4) subgroup of the USp(4) ≃ SO(5) R-symmetry. Altogether we obtain the ‘large’
N = (4, 4) superconformal algebra with SOL(4)×SOR(4) R-symmetry. Each one of the R-
symmetry groups SO(4)L/R acts only on left/right-handed supercharges, and is generated
by three out of the S3 isometries and three out of the preserved six dimensional R-symmetry
generators.
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2.6 Field theories on AdSd
This is the final possibility, which is related by the conformal transformation discussed
above to flat space with a codimension one boundary. In this case our ansatz for the
conserved supercharges is simply Q = Q+ icγ∗S. The supersymmetry algebra should be a
(d−1)-dimensional superconformal algebra. For the d = 6 N = (2, 0) case it is clear just by
counting supercharges that this is not possible, and in fact it is easy to see (essentially by
chirality arguments) that one cannot preserve half of the supersymmetry for any 6d theory
with chiral supersymmetry on AdS6 (see Appendix D). So, we will analyze the three, four
and five dimensional cases.
2.6.1 Four dimensional N = 1
Four dimensional supersymmetric theories on AdS4 were discussed in the past, for instance
in [3–9], and also more recently in [10–12]. For the N = 1 case the algebra we obtain must
be the three dimensional N = 1 superconformal algebra, with no R-symmetry, and indeed
we find
{Q,Q} = −1
2
γµ(Pµ + c
2Kµ)− ic
2
γµνγ∗Mµν ,
[Pµ + c
2Kµ,Q] = icγ∗γµQ,
[Mµν ,Q] = −1
2
γµνQ.
(2.6.1)
The extra U(1)R symmetry that we have in four dimensions is broken by the choice of the
combination of supercharges that appears in (2.6.1); this must happen because a codimen-
sion one boundary reflects left-handed fermions into right-handed ones.
2.6.2 Four dimensional N = 2
As we saw in previous similar cases, also here there are two options, the diagonal case
Qi = Qi + icγ∗Si and the twisted case Q1 = Q1 + icγ∗S2, Q2 = Q2 + icγ∗S1. As can be
seen by a change of basis, the two options turn out to be equivalent and obey the algebra
{Q1,Q1} = {Q2,Q2} = −1
2
γµ(Pµ + c
2Kµ), {Q1,Q2} = {Q2,Q1} = 0 ,
{Q1,Q2} = ic(U21 − U12 ), {Q1,Q1} = {Q2,Q2} =
ic
2
γµνMµν ,
[U21 − U12 ,Q1] = Q2, [U21 − U12 ,Q2] = −Q1 .
(2.6.2)
This algebra is isomorphic to the three dimensional N = 2 superconformal algebra with
an SO(2) R-symmetry, with U21 −U12 as its generator; the other generators of the 4d U(2)
R-symmetry are broken.
2.6.3 Four dimensional N = 4
Also in this case all three options of combining the superchargesQi with the superconformal
charges Si
′
turn out to give the same algebra
{Qi,Qj} = −1
2
δji γ
µ(Pµ + c
2Kµ), {Qi,Qj} = ic
2
δijγ
µνMµν + ic(U
j
i − U ij),
[U ji − U ij ,Qk] = δikQj − δjkQi.
(2.6.3)
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This is equivalent to the three dimensional N = 4 superconformal algebra with SO(4) R-
symmetry. Again the 4d SU(4) R-symmetry is broken to SO(4). Similarly, the 4d N = 3
case leads to a 3d N = 3 superconformal algebra.
2.6.4 Five dimensional theories on AdS5
In the five dimensional case only one out of the two natural options is consistent. This is
the twisted choice, Q1 = Q1 + icS2 and Q2 = Q2 + icS1. The algebra is then the N = 1
four dimensional superconformal algebra, with a U(1) R-symmetry generated by U11−U22.
2.6.5 Three dimensional theories on AdS3
The three dimensional superconformal algebra is
{Qiα, Q¯jβ} = 2δijγµαβ Pµ , {Siα, S¯jβ} = 2δijγµαβ Kµ,
[Mµν , Q
i] =
i
2
γµνQ
i , [Mµν , S
i] =
i
2
γµνS
i , [Pµ, S
i] = −γµQi , [Kµ, Qi] = −γµSi,
{Qiα, S¯jβ} = −iδij
(
2δαβD + (γ
µν)αβMµν
)
+ 2iδαβA
i
j,
[Aij , Akl] = i(δikAjl − δilAjk − δjkAil + δjlAik) , [Aij , Qk] = i(δ ki δjl − δ kj δil)Ql.
(2.6.4)
Here Aij are SO(N ) generators, i, j = 1, · · · ,N . For more conventions see [33].
As in previous cases, in order to close the algebra on the AdS3 isometries, we define
the supercharge Qa = Qa + cSa′ that gives the commutator
{Qaα, Q¯bβ} = {Qaα, Q¯bβ}+ c{Sa′α, Q¯bβ}+ c{Qaα, S¯b′β}+ c2{Sa′α, S¯b′β}
= 2γµαβ(δ
a
bPµ + c
2δa
′
b′Kµ)− 2ic(δab′ − δa
′
b)δ
α
βD − ic(δab′ + δa
′
b)(γ
µν)αβMµν + 2icδ
α
β(A
a
b′ +A
a′
b).
(2.6.5)
For some N , we can choose n diagonal and 2m twisted supercharges where n + 2m = N ,
such that we define
Qi = Qi + cSi , i = 1, · · · , n
Qa = Qa + cSa+m , a = n+ 1, · · · , n+m
Qa′ = Qa+m + cSa , a = n+ 1, · · · , n+m.
(2.6.6)
The algebra is then
{Qi,Qi} = 2γµ(Pµ + c2Kµ)− 2icγµνMµν ,
{Qi,Qj 6=i} = 4icAi j,
{Qa,Qa} = 2γµ(Pµ + c2Kµ),
{Qa,Qb6=a} = 2ic(Aab+m +Aa+mb ),
{Qa,Qa′} = −2icγµνMµν ,
{Qa,Qb′ 6=a′} = 2ic(Aab +Aa+mb+m),
{Qi,Qa} = {Qi,Qa′} = 2ic(Aia +Aia+m).
(2.6.7)
From chirality analysis, we get the N = (m,n+m) 2d superconformal algebra. The n+m
right handed spinors are Qi, 1√
2
(Qa+Qa′), and them left-handed spinors are 1√
2
(Qa−Qa′).
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There are n(n−1)2 A
i
j generators,
m(m−1)
2 (A
a
b+m+A
a+m
b ) generators,
m2−m
2 (A
a
b+A
a+m
b+m)
generators and nm (Aia + A
i
a+m) generators that are not broken, so altogether we have
(n+m)(n+m−1)
2 +
m(m−1)
2 generators, that give an SO(n+m)×SO(m) R-symmetry algebra
which acts on the left-handed and right-handed spinors.
The N = (0, n + m) subgroup involves the n + m right handed spinors, the three
Pµ + c
2Kµ − icǫµνρMνρ SL(2)R isometries, and an SO(n +m) R symmetry made out of
Aij, (A
i
a+A
i
a+m), and (A
a
b+m+A
a+m
b +A
a
b+A
a+m
b+m). The N = (m, 0) subgroup involve
the m left handed spinors, the three Pµ + c
2Kµ + icǫµνρM
νρ SL(2)L isometries, and an
SO(m) R-symmetry made out of (Aab+m + A
a+m
b − Aab − Aa+mb+m). The two subgroups
(anti-)commute with each other.
3 Supersymmetric field theory on AdS3 × S1
In this section, we present some specific examples illustrating the results of section 2 for the
cases of 4d N = 1, 2 supersymmetric field theories on AdS3×S1. As we showed there, the
different possibilities of putting N = 1, 2 SUSY on AdS3×S1 give supersymmetry algebras
equivalent to the N = (0, 2), (2, 0), (0, 4), (4, 0), and (2, 2) two dimensional superconformal
algebras.
We will show explicitly how to write the actions and transformation rules for differ-
ent 4d multiplets. For N = 1 we use the simple notations of new minimal supergravity
(SUGRA) and the results of [27]. For N = 2, we build the actions and transformation
rules using the superconformal approach discussed in section 2, starting from an N = 2
superconformal theory and coupling it to superconformal gravity. The different choices for
the supercharges Qi correspond to relations η(ζ), where ζ, η are parameters related to the
Q and S transformations, respectively. By starting from superconformal field theories on
flat space and plugging in the relations η(ζ), we get the correct Killing spinor equations,
action, and transformation rules (see appendix B for more details).
We focus on free theories for which we will explicitly construct the action and boundary
conditions on AdS3 × S1 that preserve all of the supercharges, and study the spectrum of
the 2d superconformal algebras. Unlike in the previous section, here we allow for different
radii for AdS3 and S
1, in order to show that one can still preserve the same supersymmetry
algebras also in this case. We also allow for 4d field theories that are not necessarily
conformal, though most of our examples will be conformal.
3.1 Four dimensional N = 1 theories on AdS3 × S1
In the previous section we analyzed the supersymmetry of N = 1 theories on AdS3 × S1
algebraically. Another general way to study such theories is to couple them to background
fields of new minimal supergravity, and to use the results of [27]. We will show explicitly
that the two consistent values for the background supergravity fields result in 2d N = (0, 2)
and N = (2, 0) superconformal algebras. We use the metric
ds2 =
L2
r2
(−dt2 + dx2 + dr2) +R2dθ2, (3.1.1)
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where θ is the coordinate on S1 with θ ∼ θ + 2π, R and L are the radii of the S1 and
AdS3 respectively, and for r → 0 we reach the boundary of AdS. The curved space sigma
matrices are related to the flat ones by
σt,x,r =
L
r
σ0,1,2, σθ = Rσ3. (3.1.2)
For spinors and sigma matrices conventions, we follow [30].
The classification of geometries preserving different numbers of supercharges for four
dimensional N = 1 theories on various manifolds can be found in [25, 27]. Following their
work we couple the theory to the new minimal supergravity multiplet [37] which contains,
in addition to the physical graviton gµν and gravitino Ψαµ, the following auxiliary fields: a
U(1)R gauge field Aµ and the 1-form V
µ = 14ǫ
µνρλ∂νBρλ. The conditions for preserving all
four supercharges are given by
∇µVν = 0,
∂[µAν] = 0,
Wµνκλ = 0,
Rµν = −2(VµVν − gµνVρV ρ), (3.1.3)
where Wµνκλ,Rµν are the Weyl and Ricci tensors of the metric gµν , respectively. When
these conditions are satisfied, there are four independent solutions to the Killing spinor
equations
(∇µ − iAµ)ζ = −iVµζ − iV νσµνζ,
(∇µ + iAµ)ζ¯ = iVµζ¯ + iV ν σ¯µν ζ¯ . (3.1.4)
The superalgebra then will be
{δζ , δζ¯} = 2iδK , {δζ , δζ} = {δζ¯ , δζ¯} = 0, (3.1.5)
where δK is the R-covariant Lie derivative along the Killing vector K
µ = ζσµζ¯,
δK = LK − iqˆKµAµ, (3.1.6)
and qˆ is the generator of the U(1)R symmetry.
We begin by determining the values of the background fields Vµ and Aµ. From (3.1.3)
we find
V µVµ =
1
6
R = 1
L2
. (3.1.7)
In order to preserve the isometries of our spacetime, V µ and Aµ must take values in the
S1 direction. We then get two solutions
Vµ = ±R
L
δθµ. (3.1.8)
From the Killing spinor equations and the requirement that the spinors should be single-
valued (see appendix C), we find that the allowed values for Aµ are
Aµ =
(
1 +
nL
R
)
Vµ, n ∈ Z. (3.1.9)
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The parameter n here corresponds to a large gauge transformation of the background U(1)R
field around the circle, which is essentially the same as shifting the momentum generator
around the circle (normalized to be an integer) by n times the R-charge. The effect of this
is discussed in appendix C. It has no effect on the supersymmetry algebra, so from here on
we will set n = 0.
Note that this construction only works when we have a U(1)R symmetry; for super-
conformal theories this is guaranteed, but for other theories it is a necessary condition for
preserving all supercharges on AdS3 × S1.
We can now solve (3.1.4) to get an explicit form for the Killing spinors ζ and ζ¯:
Vµ = −RLδθµ
ζ = ζR = ar
1
2

1
1

+ (b+ iaz)r− 12

 1
−1


ζ¯ = ζ¯R = −a¯r 12
(
1 1
)
+ (b¯+ ia¯z)r−
1
2
(
1 −1
)
Vµ =
R
L δ
θ
µ
ζ = ζL = ar
1
2

 1
−1

+ (b+ iaz¯)r− 12

1
1


ζ¯ = ζ¯L = a¯r
1
2
(
1 −1
)
− (b¯+ ia¯z¯)r− 12
(
1 1
)
Here a, a¯, b and b¯ are Grassmanian parametrizations of the components of the Killing
spinors which correspond to the four independent supercharges, z ≡ x + t and z¯ ≡ x − t
are coordinates in the spatial directions of the boundary of AdS3, and the subscripts L,R
denote left/right-handed solutions.
From now on we will focus on the right-handed solution ζR, ζ¯R; a similar analysis can
be done for the left-handed one. Using the explicit form of the spinors, we can compute
the Lie derivative δK acting on different fields.
For example, when acting on a scalar (which can have some non-zero R-charge as the
eigenvalue of qˆ), the Lie derivative takes the simple form LK = Kµ∂µ, resulting in the
following commutators of the generators:
{δb¯, δb} =
4i
L
(∂x − ∂t),
{δa¯, δa} = −4iz
2
L
(∂x − ∂t)− 8iz
L
(r∂r) +O(r
2),
{δa¯, δb} = −4z
L
(∂x − ∂t)− 4
L
(r∂r) +
4i
R
(
∂θ +
iqˆR
L
)
,
{δb¯, δa} = −
4z
L
(∂x − ∂t)− 4
L
(r∂r)− 4i
R
(
∂θ +
iqˆR
L
)
.
(3.1.10)
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Taking r → 0 we can identify this with the two dimensional N = (0, 2) superconformal
algebra, as in section 2.1.1, with generators
∆ = r∂r,
3
2
Rˆ =
L
R
(
∂θ +
iqˆR
L
)
,
Q =
√
L
2
δb , Q¯ =
√
L
2
δb¯,
S = −i
√
L
2
δa¯ , S¯ = i
√
L
2
δa.
(3.1.11)
Here ∆ = hL+hR is the sum of the left and right dimensions (which are equal for scalars),
and Rˆ is the U(1)R generator of the two dimensional superconformal algebra. We can
repeat the procedure for higher spin fields and find also the spin, s = hR − hL. We find
that for a bulk Weyl spinor with ψ± =

 1
±1

, the 2d spin value is ∓12 , and for a vector
vx ± vt, the 2d spin value is ±1.
Thus, we find also in the explicit field theory language the same algebraic structure as
in the previous section. Note in particular that, as in section 2.1.1, the 2d R-charge Rˆ is a
linear combination of the KK momentum and the 4d R-charge; the specific combination we
had in section 2.1.1 arises here for L = R (which we assumed in the previous section). If
we choose the opposite sign for Vµ, we similarly get the N = (2, 0) superconformal algebra.
3.2 Free field theory on AdS3 × S1
In this section we analyze the spectrum and boundary conditions of different fields on
AdS3 × S1. For related work see, for example, [38] and references within. We begin with
free fields, and later join them into supersymmetry multiplets.
3.2.1 Scalar
The bulk action for a free massless scalar of R-charge q (which is the bottom component
of a chiral multiplet) coupled to the new minimal supergravity auxiliary fields is
Sφ =
∫
d4x
√
|g| [−gµνDµφDν φ¯− iV µ (φ¯Dµφ− φDµφ¯)] , (3.2.1)
where
Dµφ = (∂µ − iqAµ)φ, Dµφ¯ = (∂µ + iqAµ) φ¯. (3.2.2)
We now expand φ in Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes around the S1 by defining
φ =
∑
k
φke
ikθ, φk =
∫
dθ
2π
φe−ikθ. (3.2.3)
In terms of these modes, the action (3.2.1) on AdS3 takes the form
Sφ = −2πR
∑
k
∫
d3xAdS
√
|gAdS |
[
gij∂iφk∂jφ¯k +m
2
kφkφ¯k
]
,
m2k =
k2
R2
+
q(q − 2)
L2
+
2k(q − 1)
RL
.
(3.2.4)
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The asymptotic solution near the boundary is given by the standard formula
φk = φk+(x, t)r
∆k+ + φk−(x, t)r
∆k− , (3.2.5)
with
∆k± = 1±
√
1 + L2m2k = 1±
(
kL
R
+ q − 1
)
. (3.2.6)
The physical modes must have ∆ > 0. We will fix the other modes on the boundary and
find the correct boundary action to yield a well-defined variational principle.
The variation of the bulk action is
δSφ =2πR
∑
k
∫
d3xAdSδφ¯k
[
∂i
√
|g|gij∂j −
√
|g|m2k
]
φk
+ 2πR
∑
k
∫
d3xAdSδφk
[
∂i
√
|g|gij∂j −
√
|g|m2k
]
φ¯k
− 2πR
∑
k
∫
d2x
√
|h|nigij
[
∂j φ¯kδφk + ∂jφkδφ¯k
]
,
(3.2.7)
where h is the induced metric on the boudnary of AdS space (say with some cutoff on the
radial direction), d2x denotes an integration over the variables x and t which label this
boundary, and n is a vector transverse to the boundary. The bulk terms vanish on shell. In
order for the boundary term to vanish, we add a boundary action Sbndy,φ to Sφ such that
the total variation vanishes when the physical boundary conditions are held. If we choose
Sbndy,φ+ =
∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|
[
nµ∂
µ(φφ¯)− i
2R
φDθφ¯+
i
2R
φ¯Dθφ
]
, (3.2.8)
we get the variation
δSφ + δSbndy,φ+ =∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|
[
φ
(
nµg
µν∂ν − i
R
Dθ
)
δφ¯ + φ¯
(
nµg
µν∂ν +
i
R
Dθ
)
δφ
]
.
(3.2.9)
The operators
(
nµg
µν∂ν ± iRDθ
)
annihilate φk+ , φ¯k+ for every k. Therefore, by fixing the
φk− modes, δφk− = δφ¯k− = 0, the variation of the action vanishes. If, on the other hand,
we take the boundary action to be
Sbndy,φ− =
∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|
[
nµ∂
µ(φφ¯) +
i
2R
φDθφ¯− i
2R
φ¯Dθφ− 2
L
φφ¯
]
, (3.2.10)
the variation becomes
δSφ+δSbndy,φ− =∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|
[
φ
(
nµg
µν∂ν − 2
L
+
i
R
Dθ
)
δφ¯+ φ¯
(
nµg
µν∂ν − 2
L
− i
R
Dθ
)
δφ
]
.
(3.2.11)
In this case, the variation vanishes when fixing δφk+ = δφ¯k+ = 0.
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In order to satisfy ∆ > 0 for all the fluctuating modes, we need to have a mixed k-
dependent boundary action. For the KK modes with 0 < ∆ < 2 we have two possibilities
for the boundary action, while otherwise we have just one choice. The full boundary action
should then be
Sbndy,φ =
∞∑
k=k∗
Sbndy,φ,k+ +
k∗−1∑
k=−∞
Sbndy,φ,k−, (3.2.12)
with k∗ such that for k < k∗, ∆k− > 0 and for k ≥ k∗, ∆k+ > 0 (in some cases there may
be more than one possible choice for this k∗, giving different theories on AdS3 × S1).
3.2.2 Fermion
The bulk action for a fermion in a chiral multiplet is a kinetic term and a term that couples
the fermions to the background field,
Sψ =
∫
d4x
√
|g|
[
−iψ¯σ¯µ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ
]
,
Dµψ = (∇µ − i(q − 1)Aµ)ψ.
(3.2.13)
Here we took the fermion to have R-charge (q − 1), consistent with putting it in the same
multiplet as the scalar with R-charge q.
As in the case of the scalar, we expand in KK modes
ψ =
∑
k
ψke
ikθ, ψk =
∫
dθ
2π
ψe−ikθ, (3.2.14)
and solve the equations of motion near the boundary. We take the fermion to be periodic
around the circle, anticipating that this will be required for preserving supersymmetry.
The asymptotic solution is given by
ψk = ψ+

1
1

 r∆f,k+ + ψ−

 1
−1

 r∆f,k− ,
∆f,k± = 1±
(
kL
R
+ q − 1
2
)
.
(3.2.15)
As explained in section 3.1, the 2d conformal dimensions of ψ± satisfy hL−hR = ±12 . The
spectrum can be written as
(hL, hR)k,+ =
(
1
2
+
kL
2R
+
q
2
,
kL
2R
+
q
2
)
, (hL, hR)k,− =
(
1
2
− kL
2R
− q
2
, 1− kL
2R
− q
2
)
.
(3.2.16)
As before, in order to have a well defined variational principle, we need to split our
boundary action. If we take the boundary action to be
Sbndy,ψ =
∞∑
k=k∗
Sbndy,ψ,k+ +
k∗−1∑
k=−∞
Sbndy,ψ,k− , (3.2.17)
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with
Sbndy,ψ± =
1
2
∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|ψ¯
[
inµσ¯
µ ±Rσ¯θ
]
ψ , (3.2.18)
then δSψ + δSbndy,ψ± = 0, when we keep the modes ψk,±.
Note that because ∆f,k± = ∆s,k± ± 12 , the constraints on k∗ for the fermion are the
same as we found for the scalar. This is of course important for SUSY, as will be shown
in the next section.
3.2.3 Gauge field
The action for a free U(1) gauge field vµ is the Maxwell term
SYM = −1
4
∫
d4x
√
|g|FµνFµν . (3.2.19)
When expanded in KK modes,
vµ =
∑
k
v(k)µ e
ikθ, v(k)µ =
∫
dθ
2π
vµe
−ikθ, (3.2.20)
it takes the following form
SYM = −πR
∑
k
∫
d3xAdS
√
|gAdS |
[
1
2
F
(k)
ij F
ij(−k) +
k2
R2
v
(k)
i v
i(−k) − 2ik
R
vi(k)∂iv
θ(−k) + ∂iv
(k)
θ ∂
ivθ(−k)
]
,
(3.2.21)
where i, j go over the AdS3 coordinates.
We can choose a gauge where v
(k 6=0)
θ = 0, v
(k=0)
r = 0, for which the action simplifies to
SYM = −πR
∫
d3xAdS
√
|gAdS |
[∑
k
(
1
2
F
(k)
ij F
ij(−k) +
k2
R2
v
(k)
i v
i(−k)
)
+ ∂iv
(0)
θ ∂
ivθ(0)
]
.
(3.2.22)
For the k = 0 KK mode, the matter content consists of a massless scalar v
(0)
θ and a 3d
massless gauge field v
(0)
i . The normalizable modes are a scalar whose dimension in the
2d conformal algebra is ∆ = 2, and a U(1) gauge field on the boundary, while the non-
normalizable modes that couple to them are a scalar of dimension ∆ = 0 and a conserved
current. Note that from the point of view of the 2d superconformal algebra this means
that (for the action (3.2.19)) we do not get a conserved current representation, but rather
a representation that contains the 2d field strength arising from the value of vµ on the
boundary. For the k 6= 0 modes, we have a complex massive vector field v(k)i .
The asymptotic solution to the equations of motion gives the following dimensions for
the k’th KK mode of vi,
∆k = ±kL
R
. (3.2.23)
Similar to the previous cases, we demand that the variation of the total action should
vanish when the physical boundary conditions are satisfied. The boundary action that we
need to add is
Sbndy,v =
−1∑
k=−∞
S−−k + S
0 +
∞∑
k=1
S+k , (3.2.24)
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where
S±k =
1
2
∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|
[
nµv
(k)
a F
(−k)µa ± iRv(k)a F (−k)θa
]
, S0 =
∫
d2xdθ
√
|h|nµF (0)µav(0)a .
(3.2.25)
The generalization to non-Abelian gauge fields is straightforward.
3.3 A free N = 1 chiral multiplet
The on-shell supersymmetric chiral multiplet consists a complex scalar φ and a Weyl
fermion ψ. Following the previous subsections, the action for the free massless chiral
multiplet with R-charge q on AdS3 × S1 is given by
Schiral = Schiral,bulk + Sbndy,φ + Sbndy,ψ, (3.3.1)
where
Schiral,bulk =
∫
d4x
√
|g| [−iψ¯σ¯µDµψ − gµνDµφDν φ¯− iV µ (φ¯Dµφ− φDµφ¯)] , (3.3.2)
and the covariant derivatives are
Dµφ = (∂µ − iqAµ)φ, Dµψ =
(
∇µ − i(q − 1)Aµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ. (3.3.3)
The SUSY variations of the fields are
δφ = −
√
2ζψ, δφ¯ = −
√
2ζ¯ψ¯, δψ = −
√
2iσν ζ¯Dνφ, δψ¯ =
√
2iζσνDν φ¯. (3.3.4)
The full action Schiral accompanied with the boundary conditions specified in section
3.2 is invariant under all four supercharges. Each scalar k± mode with dimension (3.2.6)
has a superpartner fermion k± mode with dimension (3.2.15), such that
∆f,k± = ∆s,k± ±
1
2
, sf,k± = ±1
2
. (3.3.5)
By comparing to the known N = (0, 2) multiplets, we see that the (φk+ , ψk+) form chiral
multiplets, and (φk− , ψk−) form Fermi multiplets.
3.3.1 BF bound saturation
According to Breitenlohner-Freedman [39, 40], the minimal mass of a scalar on AdS3 can
be
m2BF = −
1
L2
, (3.3.6)
otherwise we get complex dimensions from the point of view of the 2d conformal algebra.
Supersymmetry guarantees that m2 ≥ m2BF (see (3.2.4)), but we should discuss the special
case where this bound is saturated. This happens if there exists an integer k such that
kL
R + q = 1, and then for this k ∆k± coincide. In this case, the asymptotic solution to the
Klein-Gordon equation is
φ = φ+r + φ−r log(r). (3.3.7)
If we fix the non-normalizable mode φ− on the boundary, the analysis is similar to the
one done in the previous sections and all supercharges are preserved. The other boundary
condition breaks the conformal symmetry.
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3.3.2 A free massive chiral multiplet
We can add a mass in a supersymmetric way by adding a superpotential W = 12mφ
2 and
taking the R-charge of the scalar to be q = 1. After integrating out the auxilliary field F ,
we get the bulk Lagrangian
L = −iψ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ − gµνDµφDν φ¯− iV µ
(
φ¯Dµφ− φDµφ¯
)−m2φφ¯− 1
2
mψψ − 1
2
mψ¯ψ¯.
(3.3.8)
The spectrum is modified due to the mass. The equation of motion of the scalar is
Dµ
√
|g|gµν(Dν + 2iVν)φ−
√
|g|m2φ = 0. (3.3.9)
The dimension of the k’th KK mode is given by
∆k± = 1±
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
. (3.3.10)
For the Fermion, we have the coupled equations
σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψk = imψ¯−k, σµ
(
∇µ + i
2
Vµ
)
ψ¯−k = imψk. (3.3.11)
Asymptotically, we get
 kR + 12L 1−∆L
∆−1
L − kR − 12L

ψk = −mψ¯−k,

− kR + 12L ∆−1L
1−∆
L
k
R − 12L

 ψ¯−k = −mψk. (3.3.12)
Plugging one into the other, we get
 14L2 − k2R2 + (∆−1)
2
L2 −m2 1−∆L2
1−∆
L2
1
4L2
− k2
R2
+ (∆−1)
2
L2
−m2

ψk = 0, (3.3.13)
and the dimensions
∆1± =
1
2
±
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, ∆2± =
3
2
±
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, (3.3.14)
with the asymptotic expansions
ψk = ψ1+

 1
−1

 r∆1+ + ψ2+

1
1

 r∆2+ + ψ1−

 1
−1

 r∆1− + ψ2−

1
1

 r∆2− ,
ψ¯−k = ψ¯1+

1
1

 r∆1+ + ψ¯2+

 1
−1

 r∆2+ + ψ¯1−

1
1

 r∆1− + ψ¯2−

 1
−1

 r∆2− ,
(3.3.15)
where
ψ¯1,2± = −
(
k
Rm
±
√
1 +
k2
R2m2
)
ψ1,2±. (3.3.16)
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Now the SUSY transformations mix the fields φk, φ¯−k, ψk, ψ¯−k but they can be diago-
nalized such that they split into four multiplets with dimensions
∆s = 1 +
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, ∆f =
3
2
+
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, sf =
1
2
, Chiral,
∆s = 1 +
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, ∆f =
1
2
+
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, sf = −1
2
, Fermi,
∆s = 1−
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, ∆f =
3
2
−
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, sf =
1
2
, Chiral,
∆s = 1−
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, ∆f =
1
2
−
√
m2L2 +
k2L2
R2
, sf = −1
2
, Fermi.
(3.3.17)
The boundary conditions fix two of them – either the first and fourth, or the second and
third – such that only two give operators in the 2d superconformal algebra, one chiral and
one Fermi multiplet for every k.
3.3.3 Breaking the S1 isometry
As was discussed in section 2, in order to have supersymmetry on AdSp × Sq, some mix-
ture of the R-symmetry and the Sq isometries that appears on the right-hand side of the
supercharges anti-commutator must be preserved. Specifically, for the case of N = 1 on
AdS3 × S1, from the algebraic analysis we know that we must preserve a specific com-
bination of the S1 isometry and the U(1)R generator, but can break each one of them
separately. A simple field theory realization for this is to add a θ-dependent mass term to
the free chiral multiplet. This is done by adding the superpotential
W = me2i(q−1)Aµx
µ
φ2 , W¯ = me−2i(q−1)Aµx
µ
φ¯2. (3.3.18)
By taking q = 1 we get the regular massive chiral multiplet discussed in the previous
section, but we will keep q arbitrary such that the Lagrangian
L = −iψ¯σ¯µDµψ − gµνDµφDν φ¯− 2iV µφ¯Dµφ−m2|φ|2 − m
2
e2i(q−1)Aµx
µ
ψψ − m
2
e−2i(q−1)Aµx
µ
ψ¯ψ¯
(3.3.19)
breaks the S1 isometry and the U(1)R symmetry. The theory is still supersymmetric as
before, with the dimensions modified to
∆φ = 1±
√
m2L2 +
(
kL
R
+ q − 1
)2
,
∆ψ =
1
2
±
√
m2L2 +
(
kL
R
+ q − 1
)2
,
3
2
±
√
m2L2 +
(
kL
R
+ q − 1
)2
,
(3.3.20)
but it no longer has an extra U(1) global symmetry.
3.4 A free N = 1 vector multiplet
The bulk action for a U(1) gauge multiplet is
Svector =
∫
d4x
√
|g|
[
−1
4
FµνF
µν − iλ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ + i
2
Aµ
)
λ
]
, (3.4.1)
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and the transformation rules are
δvµ = iζσµλ¯− iλσµζ¯, δλ = Fµνσµνζ. (3.4.2)
The KK modes are defined as above, and we can compute their variations. We will do
it explicitly for δb, δb¯, which is enough to understand to structure of the multiplet. Some
of the transformations are:
k = 0,+
δbλ =
1
LR(∂t − ∂x)vθ + iL2 (vx − vt)
δb¯vθ = iRλ
δb¯(vx − vt) = L(∂t − ∂x)λ
k = 0,−
δbλ =
1
L2
Ftx − 2iLRvθ
δb¯vθ =
R
2 (∂x − ∂t)λ
δb¯Ftx = iL(∂t − ∂x)λ
k 6= 0,+
δbλ =
2ik
LR (vx − vt)
δb¯(vx − vt) = Rk (∂t − ∂x)λ
k 6= 0,−
δbλ =
1
L2
(∂t − ∂x)(vx + vt)
δb¯(vx + vt) = −2iLλ.
For k = 0, the − modes are the physical ones. They contain a 2d gauge field vi, a
dimension
(
1
2 , 1
)
fermion λ− and a dimension (1, 1) scalar vθ. Its dual multiplet (containing
the couplings to these operators) contains a conserved current, a dimension
(
1
2 , 0
)
fermion
and a dimension 0 scalar.
For k > 0, the + modes are physical. They contain a vector of dimension
(
1 + kL2R ,
kL
2R
)
,
and a fermion of dimension
(
1
2 +
kL
2R ,
kL
2R
)
.
For k < 0, the −modes are physical. They contain a vector of dimension (− kL2R , 1− kL2R)
and a fermion of dimension
(
1
2 − kL2R , 1− kL2R
)
.
3.5 A free N = 2 hypermultiplet in the N = (0, 4) case
For N = 2 theories we can either just guess the form of the Killing spinors and supersym-
metric actions, based on the results for the N = 1 case and on requiring their consistency
with the full N = 2 supersymmetry, or derive them by coupling to a background N = 2
superconformal gravity, as described in appendix B.
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We begin in this subsection by studying the N = 2 hypermultiplet using the super-
symmetry that gives a N = (0, 4) superconformal algebra. Denoting the scalar fields by
φ1,2 and the fermions by ψ1,2, the supersymmetry transformations of the different fields
are
δ

φ1
φ¯2

 = −√2ψ1

ζ1
ζ2

−√2ψ¯2

 ζ¯2
−ζ¯1

 ,
δψ1 = −
√
2iσν
(
ζ¯1 ζ¯2
)
(Dν − iVν)

φ1
φ¯2

 ,
δψ¯2 =
√
2iσ¯ν
(
−ζ2 ζ1
)
(Dν + iVν)

φ1
φ¯2

 .
(3.5.1)
Here Vµ is the same as in the N = 1 case above.
The bulk action, equations of motion and Killing spinor equations are
L = −gµνDµφiDν φ¯i + V µVµφiφ¯i − iψ¯iσ¯µ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψi, (3.5.2)
(D2 + V 2)φi = (D
2 + V 2)φ¯i = σ¯
µ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψi = σ
µ
(
Dµ +
i
2
Vµ
)
ψ¯i = 0,
Dµζi = −iV ρσµρζi, Dµζ¯i = iV ρσ¯µρζ¯i,
(3.5.3)
with the covariant derivatives defined as
Dµφ1 = (∂µ − iqAµ)φ1 , Dµφ¯2 = (∂µ − iqAµ)φ¯2 , Dµψ1 = (∇µ − i(q − 1)Aµ)ψ1,
Dµψ¯2 = (∇µ + i(q + 1)Aµ)ψ¯2 , Dµζi = (∇µ − iAµ)ζi , Dµζ¯i = (∇µ + iAµ)ζ¯i,
(3.5.4)
and their complex conjugates. Aµ here is a background field for the U(1) R-symmetry of
the N = 2 theory; this symmetry must exist in order to use this construction, based on
our algebraic discussion. We take the R-charge of the scalars in the hypermultiplet to be
q. As in our discussion of the N = 1 case in section 3.1, we can perform shifts in the
background value of Aµ corresponding to large gauge transformations. In our conventions
of this section, in order for the Killing spinors to be periodic, we need to perform a specific
shift which amounts to setting Aµ = 0, and we will use this value below. The µ = θ part
of the Killing spinor equations here seems different than the one we used for the N = 1
case. This happened because here we used the conformal supergravity approach, rather
than coupling to regular supergravity. As discussed in the introduction, the two approaches
must give the same answer. This is consistent because the N = 1 Killing spinor equations
can be brought to the form we found here by redefinitions of the background fields that
have no effect on the physics (they still describe AdS3 × S1 with the same parameters).
The solution to the Killing spinor equation is
ζi = air
1
2

1
1

+ (bi + iaiz)r− 12

 1
−1

 . (3.5.5)
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The asymptotic dimensions of the fields are
∆φ,± = 1± kL
R
, ∆ψ,± = 1±
(
kL
R
+
1
2
)
. (3.5.6)
Each representation is characterized by the central charge −iDθ = k. At first sight this
is confusing because in our discussion of section 2.1.2 we found that the central charge was a
combination of the KK momentum and the U(1)R charge – this is related to the conventions
we used above for defining Aµ, which are equivalent to shifting the KK momentum by the
R-charge. The supersymmetry algebra that we find from the transformations above is
precisely the N = (0, 4) supersymmetry algebra with this central charge, as in section
2.1.2. We have two kinds of representations, the + and the −. The computations are the
same as in the N = (0, 2) case. The + representations form a N = (0, 4) hypermultiplet,
and the − representations form a N = (0, 4) Fermi multiplet. In particular, the scalars are
charged under the SU(2)R symmetry in the N = (0, 4) superconformal algebra, as can be
shown from2
δ2φ1 = 2iζiσ
ν ζ¯iDνφ1 + 2Vνζ1σ
ν ζ¯1φ1 − 2Vνζ2σν ζ¯2φ1 + 4Vνζ1σν ζ¯2φ¯2,
δ2φ¯2 = 2iζiσ
ν ζ¯iDν φ¯2 − 2Vνζ1σν ζ¯1φ¯2 + 2Vνζ2σν ζ¯2φ¯2 + 4Vνζ2σν ζ¯1φ1.
(3.5.7)
3.6 A free N = 2 hypermultiplet in the N = (2, 2) case
In this section we discuss the same theory when we put it on AdS3×S1 with the N = (2, 2)
superconformal algebra. As opposed to the N = (0, 4) case, here the Killing spinors can
have a relative phase (i.e. different θ-dependence). As discussed in appendix B, we will
work with θ-independent Killing spinors, such that the SUSY transformations don’t mix
different KK modes and we can have a supersymmetric theory for every ratio RL . For that,
we choose Aµ = 0 and the Killing spinor equations for two spinors of opposite chirality are
∂µζ1 = −iV ρσµρζ1, ∂µζ2 = +iV ρσµρζ2. (3.6.1)
The Lagarangian and the equations of motion are
L = −gµν∂µφi∂ν φ¯i + V 2|φ1|2 − 2iV µφ2∂µφ¯2 − iψ¯1σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ1 − iψ¯2σ¯µ
(
∇µ + i
2
Vµ
)
ψ2 ,
σ¯µ(∇µ − i
2
Vµ)ψ1 = σ¯
µ(∇µ + i
2
Vµ)ψ2 = 0 ,
[
+ V 2
]
φ¯1 = [− 2iV µ∂µ] φ¯2 = 0,
(3.6.2)
with the transformation rules
δφ1 = −
√
2ζ1ψ1 −
√
2ζ¯2ψ¯2,
δφ¯2 = −
√
2ψ1ζ2 +
√
2ζ¯1ψ¯2,
δψ1 = −
√
2iσν ζ¯1(∂ν − iVν)φ1 −
√
2iσν ζ¯2∂ν φ¯2,
δψ¯2 = −
√
2iσ¯νζ2(∂ν − iVν)φ1 +
√
2iσ¯νζ1∂ν φ¯2.
(3.6.3)
2From the Killing spinors, we can construct Vµζiσ
µζ¯j =
2
L
(
aib¯j − bia¯j
)
which is coordinate independent,
and is therefore a good R-symmetry generator.
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The asymptotic dimensions of the fields are
∆φ1 = 1±
kL
R
, ∆φ2 = 1±
(
kL
R
− 1
)
,
∆ψ1 = 1±
(
kL
R
+
1
2
)
, ∆ψ2 = 1±
(
kL
R
− 1
2
)
.
(3.6.4)
The modes that sit in the same multiplets are
kφ1 = kψ1 = k, kφ2 = kψ2 = −k. (3.6.5)
Using (3.6.4), we find that in the same multiplet we have
∆φ1,+ = ∆ψ1,+ −
1
2
= ∆ψ2,− −
1
2
= ∆φ2,− − 1,
∆φ1,− = ∆ψ1,− +
1
2
= ∆ψ2,+ +
1
2
= ∆φ2,+ + 1.
(3.6.6)
We see that we can have a consistent supersymmetric theory for any value of RL . For the
two signs we find either an N = (2, 2) multiplet that is made out of a N = (0, 2) chiral
multiplet and a N = (2, 0) Fermi multiplet, or vice versa.
3.7 A free N = 2 vector multiplet in the N = (0, 4) case
The Killing spinor equation and the equation of motion for the two fermions and the scalar
are
Dµζi + iV
ρσµρζi = 0,
σµ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ¯ = 0,
σµ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
λ¯ = 0,[
D2 + 2iV µDµ
]
φ = 0.
(3.7.1)
The bulk action is
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − iλ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
λ− iψ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ − gµν∂µφ∂ν φ¯− 2iV µφ∂µφ¯.
(3.7.2)
The SUSY variations are
δvµ =− iζ1σµλ¯+ iλσµζ¯1 − iζ2σµψ¯ + iψσµζ¯2,
δλ =Fµνσ
µνζ1 +
√
2iσν ζ¯2Dνφ,
δψ =Fµνσ
µνζ2 −
√
2iσν ζ¯1Dνφ,
δλ¯ =− Fµν ζ¯1σ¯µν +
√
2iζ2σ
νDν φ¯,
δψ¯ =Fµν ζ¯2σ¯
µν −
√
2iζ1σ
νDν φ¯,
δφ =−
√
2ζ1ψ +
√
2ζ2λ,
δφ¯ =−
√
2ψ¯ζ¯1 +
√
2λ¯ζ¯2.
(3.7.3)
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In this case the fermions are charged under SU(2)R, as can be seen for example from
δ212¯λ = 4Vµζ1σ
µζ¯2ψ. (3.7.4)
The dimensions of the scalar and fermions are
∆φ = 1±
(
kL
R
− 1
)
,∆ψ = ∆λ = 1±
(
kL
R
− 1
2
)
. (3.7.5)
This N = (0, 4) multiplet is the combination of N = (0, 2) chiral and vector multiplets.
3.8 A free N = 2 vector multiplet in the N = (2, 2) case
The transformations in this case are
δvµ =− iζ1σµλ¯+ iλσµζ¯1 − iζ2σµψ¯ + iψσµζ¯2,
δλ =Fµνσ
µνζ1 +
√
2iσν ζ¯2(Dν + iγ1Vν)φ,
δψ =Fµνσ
µνζ2 −
√
2iσν ζ¯1(Dν + iγ2Vν)φ,
δλ¯ =− Fµν ζ¯1σ¯µν +
√
2iζ2σ
ν(Dν − iγ1Vν)φ¯,
δψ¯ =Fµν ζ¯2σ¯
µν −
√
2iζ1σ
ν(Dν − iγ2Vν)φ¯,
δφ =−
√
2ζ1ψ +
√
2ζ2λ,
δφ¯ =−
√
2ψ¯ζ¯1 +
√
2λ¯ζ¯2,
(3.8.1)
for some constants γ1,2, and the Killing spinor equations are as before
Dµζ1 = −iV ρσµρζ1, Dµζ2 = iV ρσµρζ2. (3.8.2)
We can fix the constants γ1,2 from the demand that
δ12Fµν = δ1¯2¯Fµν = 0. (3.8.3)
We have
1√
2
δ12vµ = ζ2σ
ν σ¯µζ1(Dν − iγ1Vν)φ¯+ ζ1σν σ¯µζ2(Dν − iγ2Vν)φ¯
= −2ζ1ζ2
(
Dµ − i
2
(γ1 + γ2)Vµ
)
φ¯− 2i(γ1 − γ2)ζ1σµνζ2V ν φ¯
= −2Dµ(ζ1ζ2φ¯) + 2φ¯Dµ(ζ1ζ2) + iζ1ζ2Vµ(γ1 + γ2)φ¯− 2i(γ1 − γ2)ζ1σµνζ2V ν φ¯
= −2Dµ(ζ1ζ2φ¯) + 2i(2 − γ1 + γ2)V νζ1σµνζ2φ¯+ iζ1ζ2Vµ(γ1 + γ2)φ¯,
(3.8.4)
where we used
Dµ(ζ1ζ2) = 2iV
νζ1σµνζ2. (3.8.5)
The transformation is a pure gauge transformation iff
γ1 = −γ2 = 1. (3.8.6)
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The off-diagonal variations of the fermions are
δ21λ = −2iσµνζ1
[(
Dµ +
i
2
Vµ
)
ψ¯σ¯νζ2
]
,
δ12ψ = −2iσµνζ2
[(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
λ¯σ¯νζ1
]
.
(3.8.7)
Therefore the equations of motion are
σ¯µ
(
Dµ +
i
2
Vµ
)
λ = σ¯µ
(
Dµ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ = 0. (3.8.8)
This is also in agreement with current conservation, and
δ12¯λ = 0 (3.8.9)
without any other conditions.
These imply the equation of motion for the scalar[
D2 + V 2
]
φ = 0, (3.8.10)
and the action
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − iλ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ + i
2
Vµ
)
λ− iψ¯σ¯µ
(
∇µ − i
2
Vµ
)
ψ − gµν∂µφ∂ν φ¯+ V 2|φ|2.
(3.8.11)
The dimensions of the fermions and scalar are then
∆λ = 1±
(
kL
R
− 1
2
)
, ∆ψ = 1±
(
kL
R
+
1
2
)
, ∆φ = 1±
(
kL
R
)
. (3.8.12)
For k 6= 0, the N = (2, 2) multiplets contain a fermion of dimension 32 ± kLR , a scalar
and a vector of dimension 1± kLR , and a fermion of dimension 12 ± kLR .
For k = 0, the BF bound of φ is saturated. The physical multiplet contains a 2d gauge
field, two dimension 32 fermions and two scalars of dimensions 1 and 2 (The last one comes
from vθ). The logarithmic scalar mode is part of the dual (non physical) multiplet and
therefore the physical boundary conditions preserve the full superconformal symmetry.
3.9 Chern Simons action from AdS3 × S1
As we saw in section 3.2.3, the three dimensional action coming from the KK reduction of
the four dimensional Maxwell term gives a three dimensional Maxwell term for the k = 0
KK mode. It is well-known [38] that the physical boundary conditions for a gauge field
on AdS3 with just a Maxwell term give a 2d gauge field on the boundary, as we indeed
found above. On the other hand, if there is a Chern-Simons term on AdS3, the physical
boundary conditions will give a conserved current associated with a U(1) global symmetry
in the 2d superconformal algebra.
Therefore, it is an interesting question whether we can write a four dimensional theory
that will give a Chern-Simons action on the three dimensional AdS space. One way to do
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this (for flat space times a circle) is to note that [41] showed how to couple 4d vector and
two-form multiplets in a supersymmetric and parity-odd way. Denote the superfields
G = −1
2
M +
i
4
θξ − i
4
θ¯ξ¯ +
1
2
θσµθ¯G˜µ +
1
8
θσµθ¯2∂µξ¯ − 1
8
θ2σµθ¯∂µξ − 1
8
θ2θ¯2M ,
V = θσµθ¯Aµ + θ2θ¯λ¯+ θ¯2θλ+ θ2θ¯2∆ , Wa = −1
4
D¯2DaV,
(3.9.1)
where G˜µ = 12ǫ
µνρτ∂νBρτ , Bρτ is a two form, and V, Wa are the regular gauge field and
field strength multiplets in the Wess-Zumino gauge. The Maxwell-Chern-Simons action in
four dimensions is given by
S4d =
∫
d4xd2θ
[
−1
8
WaWa + d2θ¯
(
−1
2
G2 + 1
2
mVG
)]
. (3.9.2)
In components, the action reads
L4d =− 1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
6
GµνρG
µνρ +mǫµνρτAµ∂νBρτ + 2∆
2 +
i
2
Λ¯Γµ∂µΛ
+ ∂µM∂
µM +
i
4
Ξ¯Γµ∂µΞ + imΛ¯Γ5Ξ− 4mM∆.
(3.9.3)
When reducing the theory on S1, we get another (one form) gauge field from wi = B
(k=0)
iθ .
The KK zero mode then contains two vector fields Ai, wi with Maxwell terms and a mixed
Chern Simons term with coefficient m. Therefore, when putting this theory on AdS3×S1,
the physical boundary conditions will lead to conserved currents and their superconformal
partners as part of the two dimensional spectrum.
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A Conventions
A.1 Indices
In section 2 we use the following indices:
1. µ, ν, · · · label coordinates on the entire d-dimensional spacetime.
2. a, b, · · · label coordinates on AdSd−q.
3. A,B, · · · label coordinates on Sq.
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4. α, β, · · · are spinor indices.
5. i, j, i′, j′, · · · label the R-symmetry representation of the supercharges.
In section 3 we use the following indices:
1. µ, ν, · · · label 4-dimensional AdS3 × S1 coordinates.
2. i, j, · · · label coordinates of AdS3.
3. α, β are spinor indices.
4. When written explicitly, t, x, r, θ are curved AdS3×S1 spacetime indices, and 0, 1, 2, 3
are flat spacetime indices.
A.2 Spinors and superconformal algebra
Here we specify our conventions for the superconformal algebras and spinors in different
dimensions, used in section 2. In every dimension, we use the signature (−,
d−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
+, ...,+). In 4
and 6 dimensions, γ∗ denotes the chiral gamma matrix.
For most of the algebras, we use the conventions of [29]. The only exception is the six
dimensional N = (2, 0) superconformal algebra, for which we use [42].
The four dimensional N = 1 supercharges are Majorana spinors, while the four dimen-
sional N = 2, 4 supercharges are taken to be chiral Dirac spinors, where the position of
the R-symmetry index is used to distinguish between left and right spinors in the following
way:
γ∗Qi = Qi, γ∗Qi = −Qi, γ∗Si = Si, γ∗Si = −Si. (A.2.1)
The five dimensional supercharges are symplectic Majorana spinors. In this case the
R-symmetry indices can be lowered and raised using the anti-symmetric tensor,
Xi = ǫijXj , Xi = X
jǫji, ǫ
12 = ǫ12 = 1. (A.2.2)
The six dimensional supercharges are symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors. They satisfy
as in four dimensions
γ∗Qi = Qi, γ∗Qi = −Qi, γ∗Si = Si, γ∗Si = −Si. (A.2.3)
For the N = (1, 0) theory, the i, j indices can be raised and lowered using the ǫ tensor as
in five dimensions. For the N = (2, 0) theory, the i, j indices can be raised and lowered
using the matrix Ωij appearing in the definition of the symplectic spinors,
Xi = ΩijXj , Xi = X
jΩji. (A.2.4)
We use a specific representation of Ω
Ω41 = Ω23 = 1,Ωij = −Ωji = Ωji = −Ωij, (A.2.5)
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and all the other components are zero.
The notations for raising and lowering spinor indices are
λα = Cαβλβ, λα = λ
βCβα, (A.2.6)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix. For its properties in the different dimensions
and more details, see [29, 42].
B Construction of Killing spinors and supersymmetry transformations
from conformal supergravity
From the classification made in section 2, we find the constraints on the different super-
conformal transformation parameters, such that the transformations close on the desired
algebra. Specifically, if we denote by ζ and η the parameters associated with the Q and S
transformations respectively, our choice of Q leads to a constraint of the form η = η(ζ).
By starting from the well-known superconformal multiplets in 4, 5, and 6 dimensions,
and the conformal Killing spinor equations arising in conformal supergravity, and plugging
in η(ζ), we find the correct Killing spinor equations and transformation rules of the studied
curved spacetime. We will show here explicitly how it works for N = 1, 2 theories in four
dimensions, but the procedure is the same for the other cases.
The conformal Killing spinor equation in 4d N = 1 conformal supergravity is (see
equation (16.10) in [29])(
∂µ +
1
2
bµ +
1
4
ωabµ γab −
3i
2
Aµγ
∗
)
ζ − γµη = 0, (B.0.1)
where bµ is the gauge field coupling to dilatations, ω
ab
µ the spin connection and Aµ is the
U(1)R gauge field. The AdS3 × S1 solution should be obtained by plugging in bµ = 0,
η = icγ3γ∗ζ. The equation becomes(
∇µ − 3i
2
Aµγ
∗
)
ζ − icγµγ∗ζ = 0. (B.0.2)
By identifying
2c = −V 3 = ± 1
L
, 3Aµ = 2A
(new minimal)
µ − Vµ, (B.0.3)
we reproduce (3.1.4) which describes AdS3 × S1 in the notations of new minimal super-
gravity that we used in section 2. The other decomposition rules follow automatically. For
example, the supersymmetry variation of Φµ, the fermionic gauge field associated with S
transformations, is (after plugging in η(ζ))(
∇µ − 3i
2
Aµγ
∗
)
ζ +
i
c
γ3γaf
a
µγ
∗ζ, (B.0.4)
where faµ is the gauge field coupling to special conformal transformations. The variation
vanishes if faµ = c
2eaµ for µ 6= θ, and faµ = −c2eaµ for µ = θ. We see that, as expected, the
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specific linear combination of Q and S we chose gives the correct relation between the P
and K generators in the supersymmetry algebra of section 2.1.1 on AdS3 × S1.
A similar computation can be done for N = 2. The relevant part of the N = 2
superconformal Killing spinor equations is3
δΨiµ =
(
∇µ − i
2
Aµ
)
ζ i + U iµ jζ
j − γµηi = 0. (B.0.5)
From the algebraic analysis, we know that we have two options. The first is the
diagonal choice in which ηi = icγ3ζ i, leading to a N = (0, 4) superconformal algebra. We
will take U iµ j = 0 such that the SU(2)R symmetry is conserved, and the Killing spinor
equations become (
∇µ − i
2
Aµ
)
ζ i − icγµγ3ζ i = 0. (B.0.6)
We can identify as before c = ± 12L and redefine A′µ = 12Aµ + ceµ3 = 12 (Aµ − Vµ) such that
the equations become
Dµζ
i = (∇µ − iA′µ)ζ i = −iV ρσµρζ i. (B.0.7)
The second option is the twisted one in which η1 = icγ3ζ2, η2 = icγ3ζ1, leading to a
N = (2, 2) superconformal algebra. If we take U iµ j = 0, the Killing spinor equations are(
∇µ − i
2
Aµ
)
ζ1 − icγµγ3ζ2 = 0,(
∇µ − i
2
Aµ
)
ζ2 − icγµγ3ζ1 = 0.
(B.0.8)
In the basis ζ± = 1√
2
(ζ1 ± ζ2) the equations take the form(
∇µ − i
2
Aµ
)
ζ± = ±iceµ3ζ± ± 2icσµ3ζ±. (B.0.9)
By the same identification as before, we find
Dµζ
± = ∓i
(
1
2
Vµ + V
ρσµρ
)
ζ±. (B.0.10)
The solutions to these equations admit a relative phase of e
iR
L
θ between the spinors, and
is therefore supersymmetric only if the radii satisfy the quantization condition RL ∈ N.
The reason is that as explained in appendix C, the supersymmetry transformations are
consistent only if the Killing spinors are single valued. In that case, ζ± can both be single
valued at the same time only if the relative phase between them is an integer multiple of
θ. If we want the theory to be supersymmetric for general radii, we can turn on a specific
U iµj and eliminate the relative phase between the Killing spinors. By doing so the Killing
spinor equations take the form
Dµζ
± = ∓iV ρσµρζ±. (B.0.11)
3There are several additional terms that we ignore here which are irrelevant for our discussion. See [29]
for more details.
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In the same way we construct the supersymmetric multiplets from the superconformal
multiplets. For example, we can take a superconformal hypermultiplet with the transfor-
mation rules
δ

φ1
φ¯2

 = −√2ψ1

ζ1
ζ2

−√2ψ¯2

−ζ¯2
ζ¯1

 ,
δψ1 = −i
√
2σν
(
ζ¯1 ζ¯2
)
Dν

φ1
φ¯2

− 2√2i(η¯1 η¯2
)φ1
φ¯2

 ,
δψ¯2 = i
√
2σ¯ν
(
−ζ2 ζ1
)
Dν

φ1
φ¯2

− 2√2i(−η2 η1
)φ1
φ¯2

 ,
(B.0.12)
and plug in the diagonal decomposition rule
ηi = − i
2
Vµσ¯
µζ i. (B.0.13)
We get the supersymmetry transformation rules on AdS3 × S1
δψ1 = −i
√
2σν
(
ζ¯1 ζ¯2
)
Dν

φ1
φ¯2

−√2σν (ζ¯1 ζ¯2
)
Vν

φ1
φ¯2

 ,
δψ¯2 = i
√
2σ¯ν
(
−ζ2 ζ1
)
Dν

φ1
φ¯2

−√2σ¯ν (−ζ2 ζ1
)
Vν

φ1
φ¯2

 .
(B.0.14)
In the same way, this is done for the other multiplets and the other supersymmetries.
C Comments about R-gauge transformations
As we saw in section 3, there is a freedom in choosing the background R-symmetry gauge
field, which results in the Killing spinor in a phase ζ ∼ einθ. Above we always chose n = 0,
but let us see what happens in the more general case. In the four dimensional N = 1 case
on AdS3×S1, is we use such a more general background Aµ and represent some scalar field
with 4d R-charge qˆ using its KK modes around the S1, the U(1)R charge of the k’th KK
mode in the two dimensional superconformal algebra is
(
kL
R + qˆ +
nqˆL
R
)
(this can be seen
from (3.1.11)). We wish to understand if different choices for n lead to different physical
theories.
• If qˆ is an integer, n can always be absorbed by shifting the definition of k, and there-
fore it has no consequences on the physics.
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• If qˆ is irrational, different choices of n will lead to a different spectrum of the the-
ory with different dimensions and two-dimensional R-charges, and thus to a different
theory on AdS3 × S1.
• If qˆ = MN is rational (where M and N are coprime integers), there are N different
physical theories with different spectra that can be obtained by changing n, while
two theories with n and n′ = n+N are physically equivalent.
The Killing spinors should clearly be periodic in θ for the supersymmetry generators
to be well-defined. In particular, if the Killing spinors have a phase ζ ∼ einθ, the super-
symmetry transformations relate different KK modes with kfermion − kboson = ±n, which
exist only if n is an integer.
D Six dimensional superconformal algebras on AdS6 and AdS4 × S2
We claim that the six dimensional N = (1, 0) and N = (2, 0) superconformal (SC) algebras
do not have subalgebras that close on the isometries of AdS6 and AdS4×S2. One argument
for this (say in the AdS6 case) is that AdS6 is conformally related to flat space with a
boundary, and the boundary conditions on a spinor necessarily modify its chirality, which
cannot be done in a supersymmetric way when the supercharges are chiral.
We can also see this in a purely algebraic way. The six dimensional algebra on AdS6
must be equivalent to the F (4) SC algebra in 5 dimensions which is the only 5 dimen-
sional superconformal algebra. This algebra includes 16 supercharges and SU(2) as its
R-symmetry. The N = (2, 0) 6 dimensional superconformal algebra has 32 supercharges,
so the numbers fit (after breaking half) but there is no choice of supercharges that will
break the R-symmetry to SU(2) (but to a larger group). If we discuss AdS4 × S2, then
by counting supercharges, the 6 dimensional N = (1, 0), (2, 0) should correspond to the
3 dimensional N = 2, 4 superconformal algebras with R-symmetries of SO(2), SO(4)
respectively. These R-symmetry groups must be a mixture of the SO(3) S2 isometries and
a subgroup of the six dimensional R-symmetry group. For the two cases this cannot be
done. More explicitly, in order to form such a subalgebra, there is a limited amount of
options to connect the supercharges Qi and Sj . Specifically, for AdS6, we can choose either
Qi + icS
i′ or Qi + icγ
∗Si
′
. In both cases, the anti-commutators of these charges contain
the dilatation operator D, which does not keep us in the bosonic subalgebra we want, but
rather brings us back to the full superconformal algebra. The same arguments apply in
the case of AdS4 × S2, with the options Qi + icγ45Si′ and Qi + icγ∗γ45Si′ .
E Super-Virasoro algebra on AdS3 × Sd−3
In the analysis of section 2 we found the possible 2d superconformal algebras arising in field
theories on AdS3×Sd−3. The conformal generators that are dual to the AdS isometries are
just the global ones (which in the language of Virasoro generators are denoted by L±1,0,
L¯±1,0), and the superconformal algebras we found contain just the global superconformal
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algebra and not the full super-Virasoro algebra. As was shown in [43], when there is a fluc-
tuating gravity theory on asymptotically AdS3 spacetimes, the symmetry group includes
the entire Virasoro group. Here we studied curved manifolds without discussing gravity
at all, and we can ask whether our field theories can come from some GN → 0 limit of a
gravitational theory.
One basic requirement is that the superconformal algebras we found can be extended
into a super-Virasoro algebra. We encounter problems in two cases, the N = (0, 4) and
N = (4, 4) superconformal algebras that come from 4d N = 2, 4 supersymmetric field
theories on AdS3 × S1. These algebras contain a central extension beyond the known
superconformal algebras. As far as we know, these central charges are inconsistent with
the extension to a super-Virasoro algebra. Thus, we claim that such field theories cannot
appear as decoupled sectors of gravitational theories on AdS3, though they could arise
as decoupled sectors of gravitational theories in higher dimensions (e.g. on D3-branes
wrapping AdS3 × S1 inside AdS5 × S5). It would be interesting to understand how this is
consistent with string theories on AdS3 × S3 × T 4, which give rise to such super-Virasoro
algebras.
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F Summary of maximal supersymmetry algebras
Dimension N supercharges spacetime superconformal algebra R-symmetry
3 N 2N AdS3 2d N = (n,N − n) SO(n)× SO(N − n)
4 1 4 AdS4 3d N = 1 -
4 2 8 AdS4 3d N = 2 SO(2)
4 4 16 AdS4 3d N = 4 SO(4)
4 1 4 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (0, 2) U(1)
4 2 8 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (0, 4)+central SU(2)
4 2 8 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (2, 2) U(1)× U(1)
4 4 16 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (0, 8) U(4)
4 4 16 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (2, 6) U(1)× U(3)
4 4 16 AdS3 × S1 2d N = (4, 4)+central SU(2)× SU(2)
5 F(4) 8 AdS5 4d N = 1 U(1)
5 F(4) 8 AdS4 × S1 3d N = 2 SO(2)
5 F(4) 8 AdS3 × S2 2d ‘large’ N = (0, 4) SU(2)× SU(2)
6 (0,1) 8 AdS6 none -
6 (0,2) 16 AdS6 none -
6 (0,1) 8 AdS5 × S1 4d N = 1 U(1)
6 (0,2) 16 AdS5 × S1 4d N = 2 SU(2)
6 (0,1) 8 AdS4 × S2 none -
6 (0,2) 16 AdS4 × S2 none -
6 (0,1) 8 AdS3 × S3 2d ‘large’ N = (0, 4) SU(2)× SU(2)
6 (0,2) 16 AdS3 × S3 2d N = (0, 8) Spin(4)× SU(2)
6 (0,2) 16 AdS3 × S3 2d ‘large’ N = (4, 4) SO(4)× SO(4)
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